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Abstract:
We review the four main paradigms of tropical-cyclone intensification that have emerged over the past five decades, discussing the
relationship between them and highlighting their strengths and weaknesses. A major focus is on a new paradigm articulated in a
series of recent papers using observations and high-resolution, three-dimensional, numerical model simulations. Unlike the three
previous paradigms, all of which assumed axial symmetry, the new one recognizes the presence of localized, buoyant, rotating
deep convection that grows in the rotation-rich environment of the incipient storm, thereby greatly amplifying the local vorticity.
It exhibits also a degree of randomness that has implications for the predictability of local asymmetric features of the developing
vortex. While surface moisture fluxes are required for intensification, the postulated ‘evaporation-wind’ feedback process that forms
the basis of an earlier paradigm is not. Differences between spin up in three-dimensional and axisymmetric numerical models are
discussed also.
In all paradigms, the tangential winds above the boundary layer are accelerated by the convectively-induced inflow in the lower
troposphere in conjunction with the approximate material conservation of absolute angular momentum. This process acts also
to broaden the outer circulation. Azimuthally-averaged fields from high-resolution model simulations have highlighted a second
mechanism for amplifying the mean tangential winds. This mechanism, which is coupled to the first via boundary-layer dynamics,
involves the convergence of absolute angular momentum within the boundary layer, where this quantity is not materially conserved,
but where air parcels are displaced much further radially inwards than air parcels above the boundary layer. It explains why
the maximum tangential winds occur in the boundary layer and accounts for the generation of supergradient wind speeds there.
The boundary layer spin-up mechanism is not unique to tropical cyclones, but appears to be a feature of other rapidly-rotating
atmospheric vortices such as tornadoes, waterspouts and dust devils, and is manifest as a type of axisymmetric vortex breakdown.
The mechanism for spin up above the boundary layer can be approximately captured by balance dynamics, while the boundary layer
spin up mechanism cannot. The spin up process, as well as the structure of the mature vortex, are sensitive to the boundary-layer
parameterization used in the model.
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1 Introduction
The problem of tropical-cyclone intensification contin-
ues to challenge both weather forecasters and researchers.
Unlike the case of vortices in homogeneous fluids, the
tropical-cyclone problem as a whole, and the intensifica-
tion problem in particular, is difficult because of its con-
vective nature and the interaction of moist convection with
the larger scale circulation (e.g., Marks and Shay 1998).
There have been considerable advances in computer
technology over the past several decades making it pos-
sible to simulate tropical cyclones with high resolution
numerical models, with horizontal grid spacing as small
as approximately 1 km. Nevertheless, important questions
remain about their fluid dynamics and thermodynamics in
addition to the obvious practical challenges to success-
fully forecast the intensity changes of these deadly storms
(e.g., Davis et al. 2008). Further evaluation of the intensity
forecasts produced by high-resolution weather prediction
1Correspondence to: Prof. Michael T. Montgomery, Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, CA 93943, USA. E-mail: mtmontgo@nps.edu
models is certainly necessary in order to develop an appre-
ciation of the strengths and weaknesses of the models
in comparison with observations. It is unlikely, however,
that significant advances will be made on the intensity-
change problem without the concurrent development of a
suitable theoretical framework that incorporates the dom-
inant fluid dynamical and thermodynamical mechanisms.
Such a framework is necessary to permit a more complete
diagnosis of the behaviour of the model forecasts and to
identify the essential processes that require further under-
standing and improved representation. It may be that a
paradigm shift is required to break the intensity forecast
deadlock.
Although one of the major impediments to intensity
forecasts is believed to be associated with the interaction
of a tropical cyclone with the vertical shear of the ambient
wind (e.g., Riemer et al. 2010, Tang and Emanuel 2010
and refs.), it is imperative to have a firm understanding of
the physical processes of intensity change for hypothetical
storms in environments with no background flow. Such
storms are the focus of this paper.
Over the years, several theories have been proposed
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to explain the intensification of tropical cyclones, each
enjoying considerable popularity during its time. The
three most established theories are based on axisymmet-
ric considerations and include: Conditional Instability of
the Second Kind (CISK); Ooyama’s cooperative intensifi-
cation theory; and Emanuel’s air-sea interaction theory (or
WISHE1). A fourth theory that has emerged from analyses
of more recent cloud-representing numerical model sim-
ulations (Nguyen et al. 2008, Montgomery et al. 2009,
Smith et al. 2009, Fang and Zhang 2011, Nguyen et al.
2011, Gopalakrishnan et al. 2011, Bao et al. 2012, Persing
et al. 2012) highlights the intrinsically non-axisymmetric
nature of the spin-up process and suggests a modified view
of the axisymmetric aspects of the intensification process.
In the light of current efforts in many parts of the
world to improve forecasts of hurricane intensity, espe-
cially cases of rapid intensification near coastal commu-
nities and marine assets, we believe it is timely to review
the foregoing theories, where possible emphasizing their
common features as well as exposing their strengths and
weaknesses2. An additional motivation for this review was
our desire to interpret recent data collected as part of the
Tropical Cyclone Structure 2008 (TCS08) field experi-
ment (Elsberry and Harr 2008). While our main focus
centres on problems related to the short-range (i.e., 4 -
5 day) evolution of storms, a more complete understand-
ing of the mechanisms of tropical-cyclone spin-up would
seem to be useful also for an assessment of climate-change
issues connected with tropical cyclones.
To fix ideas, much of our discussion is focussed on
understanding various aspects of the prototype problem
for tropical-cyclone intensification, which examines the
evolution of a prescribed, initially cloud free, axisymmet-
ric, baroclinic vortex in a quiescent environment over a
warm ocean on an f -plane. For simplicity, and for didac-
tic reasons, the effects of an ambient flow, including those
of ambient vertical shear, are not considered. Omitting the
complicating effects of ambient and vertical shear flows
permits a clear comparison between the new paradigm and
the old paradigms, which were historically formulated and
interpreted for the case of a quiescent environment on an
f -plane.
It is presumed that the initial vortex has become
established and has maximum swirling winds near the
ocean surface as a result of some genesis process.
This problem has been studied by a large number of
researchers. The aim of the paper is not to provide an
exhaustive review of all the findings from these studies,
but rather to review the various paradigms for tropical-
cyclone spin up and to provide an integrated view of the
key dynamical and thermodynamical processes involved
1The term WISHE, which stands for wind-induced surface heat
exchange, was first coined by Yano and Emanuel (1991) to denote the
source of fluctuations in subcloud-layer entropy arising from fluctua-
tions in surface wind speed.
2Although other reviews have appeared during the past seven years (e.g.,
Emanuel 2003, Wang and Wu 2004, Houze 2010, Kepert 2011), the
review and results presented here are complementary by focusing on
both the dynamical and thermodynamical aspects of the intensification
process.
in the spin up process. The paper is aimed at young sci-
entists who are just entering the field as well as those
more established researchers who would like an update
on the subject. In particular, our essay presents a more
comprehensive view of the intensification process to that
contained in the recent World Meteorological Organiza-
tion sponsored review by Kepert (2011), which until now
was the most recent word on this subject.
The paper is structured as follows. First, in sec-
tion 2 we review some basic dynamical concepts that
are required for the subsequent discussion of the vari-
ous paradigms for tropical-cyclone intensification. These
concepts include: the primary force balances in vortices;
the thermal wind equation; the meridional (or overturn-
ing) circulation as described by balance dynamics; the
role of convergence of absolute angular momentum in the
spin-up process; and the role of latent heat release and
the frictional boundary layer in generating low-level con-
vergence. We decided to include this section for those
who are relatively new to the field and it is there that
we introduce much of the notation used. Some of our
readers will be familiar with much of this material and,
since the notation is mostly standard, they may wish
to jump straight to section 3. In this and in sections 4
and 5 we discuss the three most established paradigms
for intensification. Then, in section 6 we articulate a
new paradigm for intensification, in which both non-
axisymmetric and azimuthally-averaged processes play
important roles. Azimuthally-averaged aspects of this
paradigm are examined in section 7. Unbalanced aspects
of axisymmetric spin up are considered in section 7.1 and
balanced aspects are considered in section 7.2. Section 7.3
examines briefly the essential differences between spin up
in three-dimensional and axisymmetric models. Section 8
examines properties of the new paradigm for the case of a
quiescent environment on an f-plane. There, we describe
tests of the dependence of the spin up process on the pos-
tulated WISHE feedback mechanism and on the boundary
layer parameterization. The conclusions are given in sec-
tion 9 and our view of the road ahead is given in section
10.
2 Basic concepts of vortex dynamics and spin up
We commence by reviewing some basic dynamical
aspects of tropical-cyclone vortices and key processes ger-
mane to their spin up. For simplicity, we focus our atten-
tion first on axisymmetric balance dynamics and discuss
then the departures from balance that arise in the frictional
boundary layer.
2.1 The primary force balances
Except for small-scale motions, including gravity waves
and convection, a scale analysis of the equations of motion
for a rotating stratified fluid (Willoughby 1979) shows that
the macro motions within a tropical cyclone are in a state
of close hydrostatic equilibrium in which the upward-
directed vertical pressure gradient force per unit mass is
Copyright c© 2012 Meteorological Institute TCRR 1: 1–29 (2012)
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where p is the (total) pressure, ρ is the moist air density, z
is the height above the ocean surface, and g is the accel-
eration due to gravity. The scale analysis shows also that
if the azimuthal mean tangential wind component squared
is much larger than the corresponding radial component
squared and if frictional forces can be neglected, a state
of gradient wind balance prevails in the radial direction
wherein the radial pressure gradient is balanced by the









where r is radius from the axis of swirling motion, v is
the tangential velocity component, and f is the Coriolis
parameter (2Ω sinφ, where Ω is the earth’s rotation rate
and φ is the latitude).
Throughout this paper we take f to be constant on
the assumption that the latitudinal extent of air motions
within the vortex circulation is sufficiently small to render
corresponding variations of f negligible: this is the so-
called f -plane approximation3.
The validity of gradient wind balance in the lower to
middle troposphere in tropical cyclones, above the fric-
tional boundary layer, is supported by aircraft measure-
ments (Willoughby 1990a, Bell and Montgomery 2008),
but there is some ambiguity from numerical models. In a
high-resolution (6 km horizontal grid) simulation of Hur-
ricane Andrew (1992), Zhang et al. (2001) showed that the
azimuthally-averaged tangential winds above the bound-
ary layer satisfy gradient wind balance to within a relative
error of 10%, the main regions of imbalance being in the
eyewall and, of course, in the boundary layer (see also,
Persing and Montgomery 2003, Appendix A). A similar
finding was reported by Smith et al. (2009) and Bryan and
Rotunno (2009). However, in a simulation of Hurricane
Opal (1995) using the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Lab-
oratory hurricane prediction model, Mo¨ller and Shapiro
(2002) found unbalanced flow extending far outside the
eyewall region in the upper tropospheric outflow layer.
In the next few sections we will focus primarily
on the macro (non-turbulent) motions within a tropical
cyclone vortex and parameterize the convective and sub-
grid scale motions in terms of macro (or coarse-grained)
variables. Then, in terms of the macro variables, the trop-
ical cyclone consists of a horizontal quasi-axisymmetric
circulation on which is superposed a thermally-direct
transverse (overturning) circulation. These are sometimes
referred to as the “primary” and “secondary” circula-
tions, respectively. The former refers to the tangential or
3The f -plane approximation is defencible when studying the basic
physics of tropical-cyclone intensification (Nguyen et al. 2008, section
3.2.1), but not, of course, for tropical-cyclone motion (e.g. Chan and
Williams 1987, Fiorino and Elsberry 1989, Smith et al. 1990).
swirling flow rotating about the central axis, and the latter
to the transverse or “in-up-and-out circulation” (low- and
middle-level inflow, upper-level outflow, respectively).
When these two components are combined, a picture
emerges in which air parcels spiral inwards, upwards and
outwards. The combined spiralling circulation is called
energetically “direct” because the rising branch of the sec-
ondary circulation near the centre is warmer than the sub-
siding branch, which occurs at large radial distances (radii
of a few hundred kilometres). When warm air rises (or
cold air sinks), potential energy is released (Holton 2004,
p339). As a tropical cyclone becomes intense, a central
cloud-free “eye” forms, or at least a region free of deep
cloud. The eye is a region of subsidence and the circula-
tion in it is “indirect”, i.e. warm air is sinking (Smith 1980,
Shapiro and Willoughby 1982, Schubert et al. 2007).
2.2 Thermal wind
Eliminating the pressure in Equations (1) and (2) by












which relates the radial and vertical density gradients to






denotes the sum of the centrifugal and Coriolis forces
per unit mass (see Smith et al. 2005). Equation (3) is a
linear first-order partial differential equation for ln ρ. The

















The characteristics coincide with the isobaric surfaces
because a small displacement (dr, dz) along an iso-
baric surface satisfies (∂p/∂r)dr + (∂p/∂z)dz = 0. Then,
using the equations for hydrostatic balance (∂p/∂z =
−gρ) and gradient wind balance (∂p/∂r = Cρ) gives the
equation for the characteristics.
The vector pressure gradient per unit mass,
(1/ρ)(∂p/∂r, 0, ∂p/∂z) equals (C, 0,−g), which natu-
rally defines the “generalized gravitational vector”, ge,
i.e., the isobars are normal to this vector. Given the envi-
ronmental vertical density profile, ρa(z), Equations (5)
and (6) can be integrated inwards along the isobars to
obtain the balanced axisymmetric density and pressure
distributions (Smith 2006, 2007). In particular, Equation
(5) gives the height of the isobaric surface that has the
value pa(z), say, at radius R.
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2.3 The overturning circulation
Where the thermal wind equation is satisfied, it imposes
a strong constraint on the evolution of a vortex that is
being forced by processes such as diabatic heating or fric-
tion. Acting alone, these processes would drive the flow
away from thermal wind balance, which the scale-analysis
dictates. In order for the vortex to remain in balance, a
transverse, or secondary circulation is required to oppose
the effects of forcing. The streamfunction of this overturn-
ing circulation can be obtained by solving a diagnostic
equation, commonly referred to as the Sawyer-Eliassen
balance equation, which we derive below. This equation
provides a basis for the development of a theory for the
evolution of a rapidly-rotating vortex that is undergoing
slow4 forcing by heat and (azimuthal) momentum sources
(see section 2.5). It is convenient to define χ = 1/θ, where








= 0 . (7)























= −χ2Q , (9)
respectively, where u and w are the radial and vertical
velocity components, t is the time, Fλ is the tangen-
tial component of the azimuthally-averaged force per unit
mass (including surface friction), and Q = dθ/dt is the
diabatic heating rate for the azimuthally-averaged poten-
tial temperature. Neglecting the time derivative of density,
which eliminates sound waves from the equations, the






(ρrw) = 0 . (10)
This equation implies the existence of a scalar streamfunc-












The Sawyer-Eliassen equation for ψ is obtained by taking
∂/∂t of Equation (7), eliminating the time derivatives that
arise using Equations (8) and (9), and substituting for u





















4Slow enough so as not to excite large-amplitude unbalanced inertia-
gravity wave motions.
5Smith et al. (2005) show that the Sawyer-Eliassen balance equation
emerges also from the time derivative of the toroidal vorticity equation
when the time rate-of-change of the material derivative of potential
toroidal vorticity, η/(rρ), is set to zero. Here η = ∂u/∂z − ∂w/∂r is






































where χ = 1/θ, ξ = 2v/r + f is twice the local absolute
angular velocity at radius r, and ζ = (1/r)(∂(rv)/∂r) is
the vertical component of relative vorticity at radius r.
Further algebraic details of the derivation are given in
Bui et al. (2009). The equation is a linear elliptic partial
differential equation for ψ at any instant of time, when the
radial and vertical structures of v and θ are known at that
















is positive. With a few lines of algebra one can show that













is the Ertel potential vorticity (Shapiro and Montgomery,
1993).
Since the Sawyer-Eliassen equation (12) is a lin-
ear differential equation, the solution for the transverse
streamfunction can be obtained by summing the solutions
forced individually by the radial and vertical derivative
of the diabatic heating rate and the vertical gradient of
the azimuthal momentum forcing, respectively. Suitable
boundary conditions on ψ are obtained using the relation-
ship between ψ and the velocity components of the trans-
verse circulation, viz., Equation (11). Solutions for a point
source of diabatic heating in the tropical cyclone context
were presented by Shapiro and Willoughby (1982).
Examples of the solution of (12) are shown in Figure
1, which illustrates the secondary circulation induced by
point sources of heat and absolute angular momentum
in a balanced, tropical-cyclone-like vortex in a partially
bounded domain (Willoughby 1995). Willoughby notes
that, in the vicinity of the imposed heat source, the
secondary circulation is congruent to surfaces of constant
absolute angular momentum and is thus primarily vertical.
In order to maintain a state of gradient and hydrostatic
balance and slow evolution, the flow through the source is
directed generally so as to oppose the forcing. Since the
vortex is assumed to be stably stratified in the large, the
induced flow through the heat source causes an adiabatic
cooling tendency that tries to oppose the effects of heating.
In the vicinity of the imposed momentum source (assumed
positive in Figure 1, corresponding to an eddy-induced
cyclonic torque), the transverse circulation is congruent to
surfaces of constant potential temperature and is primarily
outwards. The resulting streamlines in either case form
two counter-rotating cells of circulation (or gyres) that
extend outside the source. There is a strong flow between
these gyres and a weaker return flow on the outside. The
flow emerges from the source, spreads outwards through
a large volume surrounding it, and converges back into
Copyright c© 2012 Meteorological Institute TCRR 1: 1–29 (2012)
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Figure 1. Secondary circulation induced in a balanced vortex by a
heat source (upper panel) and a cyclonic momentum source (lower
panel) in regions with different magnitudes of inertial stability,
I2 and thermodynamic stability N2, and baroclinicity S2. The
strong motions through the source follow lines of constant angular
momentum for a heat source and of constant potential temperature
for a momentum source. Adapted from Willoughby (1995).
it from below. Thus, compensating subsidence surrounds
heat-induced updraughts and compensating inflow lies
above and below momentum-induced outflow.
The radial scale of the gyres is controlled by the
local Rossby length, NH/I , where N2 = (g/θ)(∂θ/∂z),
or −(g/χ)(∂χ/∂z), is a measure of the static stability
for vertically displaced air parcels (N being the Brunt-
Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency), I2 = (f + ζ)ξ is a measure of the
inertial (centrifugal) stability for horizontally displaced
rings of fluid assumed initially in hydrostatic and gradient
wind balance, and H is the depth of the overturning
layer. Thus, the ratio of the horizontal to vertical scales
scales with N/I . From the foregoing discussion it follows
that a heat source located in the middle troposphere
induces inflow in the lower troposphere and outflow in
the upper troposphere beyond the radius of the source
(Figure 1a). At radii inside that of the heat source, a
reversed cell of circulation is induced with subsidence
along and near the axis. The situation is similar for
more realistic distributions of diabatic heating (Bui et al.
2009). Similarly, in order to maintain a state of balanced
flow a momentum sink associated with surface friction
distributed through a frictional boundary layer will induce
inflow in the boundary layer and outflow above the layer.
2.4 Spin up
Figure 2. Schematic diagram illustrating the spin up associated with
the convergence of absolute angular momentum.
The key element of vortex spin up in an axisymmetric
setting can be illustrated from the equation for absolute
angular momentum per unit mass














where F = rFλ represents the torque per unit mass act-
ing on a fluid parcel in association with frictional or
(unresolved) turbulent forces, or those associated with
non-axisymmetric eddy processes6. This equation is, of
course, equivalent to the axisymmetric tangential momen-
tum equation (Equation (8)). If F = 0, then M is mate-







is the material derivative following fluid par-
ticles in the axisymmetric flow. Since M is related to the








we see that, when M is materially-conserved, both terms
in this expression lead to an increase in v as r decreases
and to a decrease in v when r increases. Thus a pre-
requisite for spin up in an inviscid axisymmetric flow is
azimuthal-mean radial inflow. Conversely, as air parcels
move outwards, they spin more slowly. An alternative, but
equivalent interpretation for the material acceleration of
the mean tangential wind in an axisymmetric inviscid flow
follows directly from Newton’s second law (see Equation
8) in which the sole force is the generalized Coriolis force,
−u(v/r + f), where u is the mean radial velocity compo-
nent, associated with the mean radial component of inflow.
6Apart from a factor of 2pi, M is equivalent to Kelvin’s circulation
Γ for a circle of radius r enclosing the center of circulation, i.e.,
2piM = Γ =
∫
vabs · dl, where vabs is the absolute velocity and dl
is a differential line segment along the circle. The material conservation
of M is equivalent to Kelvin’s circulation theorem.
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In regions where frictional forces are appreciable, F is
negative definite, and M decreases following air parcels.
We will show in section 7.1 that friction plays a crucial
dynamical role in the spin up of a tropical cyclone.
2.5 A balance theory for spin up
As intimated in section 2.3, the assumption that the flow
is balanced everywhere paves the way for a method to
solve an initial-value problem for the slow evolution of
an axisymmetric vortex forced by sources of heat (Q)
and tangential momentum (Fλ). Given an initial tangential
wind profile vi(r, z) and some environmental density
sounding ρo(z), one would proceed using the following
basic steps:
• (1) solve Equation (3) for the initial balanced den-
sity and pressure fields corresponding to vi.
• (2) solve the SE-equation (12) for ψ.
• (3) solve for the velocity components u and w of the
overturning circulation using Equation (11).
• (4) predict the new tangential wind field using
Equation (8) at a small time ∆t.
• (5) repeat the sequence of steps from item (1).
The method is straightforward to implement. Examples
are given by Sundqvist (1970), Schubert and Alworth
(1987) and Mo¨ller and Smith (1994)). For strong tropical
cyclones, the boundary layer and upper-tropospheric out-
flow region generally develop regions of zero or negative
discriminant (D < 0). A negative discriminant implies the
development of regions supporting symmetric instabil-
ity and technically speaking the global balance solution
breaks down. Nevertheless, it is often possible to advance
the balance solution forward in time to gain a basic under-
standing of the long-time balance flow structure. If, for
example, the symmetric instability regions remain local-
ized and do not extend throughout the mean vortex, one
may apply a regularization procedure to keep the SE-
Equation elliptic and thus invertible (see section 7.2)7.
2.6 Boundary-layer dynamics and departures from gra-
dient wind balance
We refer to the tropical-cyclone boundary layer as the
shallow region of strong inflow adjacent to the ocean
surface, which is typically 500 m to 1 km deep and in
which the effects of surface friction are important. A
scale analysis of the equations of motion indicates that
the radial pressure gradient force of the flow above the
boundary layer is transmitted approximately unchanged
7An alternative approach is to formulate the balanced evolution in
terms of moist equivalent potential temperature instead of dry potential
temperature. A particularly elegant method within this framework is
to assume that air parcels rising out of the boundary layer materially
conserve their equivalent potential temperature and that the analogous
discriminant for the moist SE-Equation is everywhere zero, with an
implied zero moist potential vorticity. Such an approach, together with a
crude slab boundary layer representation, is employed in a class of time-
dependent models that underpin the WISHE intensification paradigm
discussed in section 5.2 and subsequent generalizations reviewed in
sections 5.6 and 5.7.
through the boundary layer to the surface (see, e.g. Vogl
and Smith 2009). However, beyond some radius outside
the radius of maximum gradient wind8, the centrifugal
and Coriolis forces near the ocean surface are reduced
because of the frictional retardation of the tangential
wind (Figure 3). The resulting imbalance of the radial
pressure gradient force and the centrifugal and Coriolis
forces implies a radially inward agradient force, Fa, that
generates an inflow near the surface. The agradient force is
defined as the difference between the local radial pressure
gradient and the sum of the centrifugal and Coriolis forces
per unit mass, i.e. Fa = −(1/ρ)(∂p/∂r) + (v2/r + fv),
where the various quantities are as defined earlier. If Fa =
0, the tangential flow is in exact gradient wind balance;
if Fa < 0, this flow is subgradient and if Fa > 0 it is
supergradient. As we have defined it, the agradient force
is a measure of the effective radial pressure gradient force,
but an alternative definition might include frictional forces
also.
The foregoing considerations naturally motivate a
dynamical definition of the boundary layer. Since this
layer arises largely because of the frictional disruption of
gradient wind balance near the surface, we might define
the boundary layer as the surface-based layer in which
the inward-directed agradient force exceeds a specified
threshold value. This dynamical definition is uncontro-
versial in the outer regions of a hurricane, where there is
subsidence into the boundary layer, but it is questionable
in the inner core region where boundary-layer air sepa-
rates from the surface and is lofted into the eyewall clouds
(Smith and Montgomery, 2010).
Figure 3. Schematic diagram illustrating the agradient force imbal-
ance in the friction layer of a tropical cyclone and the secondary
circulation that it generates.
Because of the pattern of convergence within the
boundary layer and the associated vertical velocity at its
top, the layer exerts a strong control on the flow above
it. In the absence of diabatic heating associated with
deep convection, the boundary-layer would induce radial
outflow in a layer above it and the vortex would spin down
as air parcels move to larger radii while conserving their
8The situation in the inner region is more complex as discussed below.
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absolute angular momentum9. If the air is stably stratified,
the vertical extent of the outflow will be confined. It
follows that a requirement for the spin up of a tropical
cyclone is that the radial inflow in the lower troposphere
induced by the diabatic heating must more than offset the
frictionally-induced outflow (e.g. Smith 2000).
Where the boundary layer produces upflow, it plays
an additional role by determining the radial distribution of
absolute angular momentum, water vapour and turbulent
kinetic energy that enter into the vortex above. This
characteristic is an important feature of the spin up in
the three axisymmetric paradigms for tropical-cyclone
intensification to be discussed. In particular, the source of
moisture that fuels the convection in the eyewall enters
the boundary layer from the ocean surface, whereupon the
boundary layer exerts a significant control on the preferred
areas for deep convection.
As the vortex strengthens, the boundary-layer inflow
becomes stronger than the balanced inflow induced
directly by the diabatic heating and the tangential fric-
tional force as discussed in subsection 2.3. This break-
down of balance dynamics provides a pathway for air
parcels to move inwards quickly and we can envisage
a scenario in which the boundary layer takes on a new
dimension. Clearly, if M decreases less rapidly than the
radius following an inward moving air parcel, then it
follows from Equation (16) that the tangential wind speed
will increase following the air parcel. Alternatively, if spi-
raling air parcels converge quickly enough so that the
generalized Coriolis force acting on them exceeds the tan-
gential component of frictional force, the tangential winds
can increase with decreasing radius. These considerations
raise the possibility that the tangential wind in the bound-
ary layer may ultimately exceed that above the boundary
layer in the inner region of the storm. In section 7, this
possibility will be shown to be a reality.
3 The CISK-paradigm
In a highly influential paper, Charney and Eliassen (1964)
proposed an axisymmetric balance theory for the cooper-
ative interaction between a field of deep cumulus clouds
and an incipient, large-scale, cyclonic vortex. A similar
theory, but with a different closure for deep convection
was proposed independently by Ooyama (1964). These
theories highlighted the role of surface friction in support-
ing the amplification process. They were novel because
friction was generally perceived to cause a spin down of
an incipient vortex. In their introduction, Charney and
Eliassen state: “Friction performs a dual role; it acts to
dissipate kinetic energy, but because of the frictional con-
vergence in the moist surface boundary layer, it acts also
to supply latent heat energy to the system.” This view has
prevailed until very recently (see section 7).
9This mechanism for vortex spin down involving the frictionally-
induced secondary circulation is the primary one in a vortex at high
Reynolds’ number and greatly overshadows the direct effect of the
frictional torque on the tangential component of flow in the boundary
layer (Greenspan and Howard 1963).
Figure 4. Schematic of the CISK-paradigm and of the cooperative
intensification paradigm of tropical-cyclone intensification. The
basic tenet is that, in an axisymmetric-mean sense, deep convection
in the inner-core region induces inflow in the lower troposphere.
Above the frictional boundary layer, the inflowing air conserves its
absolute angular momentum and spins faster. Strong convergence
of moist air mainly in the boundary layer provides “fuel” to
maintain the convection. In the CISK-paradigm, the rate of latent
heat release by deep cumulus convection is proportional to the
vertically-integrated convergence of moisture through the depth of
the troposphere. The bulk of this moisture convergence occurs in
the boundary layer. In the cooperative intensification paradigm the
representation of latent heat release is more sophisticated.
The idea of cooperative interaction stems from the
closure assumption used by Charney and Eliassen that the
rate of latent heat release by deep cumulus convection
is proportional to the vertically-integrated convergence
of moisture through the depth of the troposphere, which
occurs mainly in the boundary layer. Recall from section
2.3 that, in a balanced vortex model where the contri-
bution of friction to the secondary circulation is initially
relatively small, the strength of the azimuthal mean over-
turning circulation is proportional to the radial gradient of
the net diabatic heating rate. In a deep convective regime
in which the diabatic heating rate, and therefore its radial
gradient, are a maximum in the middle to upper tropo-
sphere, this balanced circulation is accompanied by inflow
below the heating maximum and outflow above it. At lev-
els where there is inflow, the generalized Coriolis force
acting on the inflow accelerates the tangential wind. The
increased tangential wind at the top of the boundary layer
leads to an increase of the frictional inflow in the boundary
and therefore to an increase of moisture convergence in
the inflow layer (see Figure 4). The closure that relates the
latent heating to the moisture convergence then implies an
increase in the heating rate and its radial gradient, thereby
completing the cycle.
Charney and Eliassen constructed an axisymmet-
ric, quasigeostrophic, linear model to illustrate this
convective-vortex interaction process and found unstable
modes at sub-synoptic scales shorter than a few hundred
kilometres. In order to distinguish this macro instability
from the conventional conditional instability that leads to
the initiation of individual cumulus clouds, it was later
named Conditional Instability of the Second Kind. A clear
picture of the linear dynamics of the intensification pro-
cess was provided by Fraedrich and McBride (1989), who
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noted that “ ... the CISK feedback is through the spin
up brought about by the divergent circulation above the
boundary layer”, as depicted here in the schematic in Fig-
ure 4. Similar ideas had already been suggested much
earlier by Ooyama (1969, left column, p18) in the context
of a linear instability formulation with a different closure
assumption10.
For many years subsequently, this so-called CISK-
theory enjoyed wide appeal by tropical meteorologists.
Indeed, the theory became firmly entrenched in the teach-
ing of tropical meteorology and in many notable textbooks
(e.g Holton, 1992, section 9.7.2; James, 1994, pp279-281)
and the first papers on the topic stimulated much subse-
quent research. A list of references is given by Fraedrich
and McBride (1989).
Despite its historical significance and influence, the
CISK theory has attracted much criticism. An important
contribution to the debate over CISK is the insightful
paper by Ooyama (1982), which articulated the cooper-
ative intensification paradigm for the spin-up process dis-
cussed in the next section. Ooyama noted that the CISK
closure for moist convection is unrealistic in the early
stage of development. The reason is that there is a sub-
stantial separation of horizontal scales between those of
deep convective towers and the local Rossby length for the
mean vortex (as defined in section 2.3). Therefore, during
this stage, the convection is not under ‘rotational control’
by the parent vortex. Indeed, Ooyama cautioned that the
CISK closure and variants thereof were little more than
convection in disguise, exhibiting the largest growth rates
at the smallest horizontal scales.
Later in the 80’s and 90’s, the CISK theory was cri-
tiqued in a number of papers by Emanuel (1986, here-
after E86), Raymond and Emanuel (1993), Emanuel et al.
(1994), Craig and Gray (1996), Ooyama (1997) and Smith
(1997). Raymond and Emanuel op. cit. gave an erudite
discussion of the issues involved in representing cumu-
lus clouds in numerical models. They recalled that the
premise underlying all physical parameterizations is that
some aspect of the chaotic microscale process is in statis-
tical equilibrium with the macroscale system. They noted
also that the statistical equilibrium assumption implies a
particular chain of causality, to wit: “viscous stresses are
caused by changes in the strain rate; turbulence is caused
by instability of the macroscale flow; and convection is
caused by conditional instability. Conditional instability is
quantified by the amount of Convective Available Poten-
tial Energy (CAPE) in the macroscale system and con-
vection, in turn, consumes this CAPE.” Raymond and
Emanuel argued that the CISK closure implies a statis-
tical equilibrium of water substance wherein convection
is assumed to consume water (and not directly CAPE) at
the rate at which it is supplied by the macroscale system.
Indeed, they argued that the closure fundamentally vio-
lates causality because convection is not caused by the
macroscale water supply.
10Ooyama’s reference to the “lower layer” refers to the lower tropo-
sphere above the boundary layer, see his Figure 1.
Emanuel (1994) pointed out that the CISK clo-
sure calls for the large-scale circulation to replenish the
boundary-layer moisture by advecting low-level moisture
(and hence CAPE) from the environment. It completely
overlooks the central role of surface moisture fluxes in
accomplishing the remoistening. Thus, based on CISK
theory, cyclone intensification would be just as likely to
occur over land as over the sea, contrary to observations.
Another concern is that the heating representation
assumed in the CISK theory is not a true “sub-grid scale”
parameterization of deep convection in the usual sense,
but is simply a representation of moist pseudo-adiabatic
ascent (Smith 1997). Furthermore, the assumption that a
stronger overturning circulation leads to a greater diabatic
heating, while correct, misses the point since the adiabatic
cooling following the air parcels increases in step. In other
words, the pseudo-equivalent potential temperature, θe, of
ascending air is materially conserved and is determined
by the value of θe where the ascending air exits the
boundary layer (E86). Thus, the radial gradient of virtual
potential temperature at any height in the cloudy air will
not change unless there is a corresponding change in the
radial gradient of θe in the boundary layer.
4 The cooperative-intensification paradigm
Although Charney and Eliassen’s seminal paper continued
to flourish for quarter of a century, soon after publishing
his 1963 and 1964 papers, Ooyama recognized the limi-
tations of the linear CISK paradigm. This insight led him
to develop what he later termed a cooperative intensifica-
tion theory for tropical cyclones (Ooyama 1982, section
4; Ooyama 1997, section 3.2), but the roots of the theory
were already a feature of his simple nonlinear axisymmet-
ric balance model for hurricane intensification (Ooyama
1969). The 1969 study was one of the first successful
simulations and consistent diagnostic analyses of tropical-
cyclone intensification11.
The cooperative intensification theory assumes that
the broad-scale aspects of a tropical cyclone may be rep-
resented by an axisymmetric, balanced vortex in a stably-
stratified, moist atmosphere. The basic mechanism was
explained by Ooyama (1969, p18) as follows. “If a weak
cyclonic vortex is initially given, there will be organized
convective activity in the region where the frictionally-
induced inflow converges. The differential heating due to
the organized convection introduces changes in the pres-
sure field, which generate a slow transverse circulation in
the free atmosphere in order to re-establish the balance
between the pressure and motion fields. If the equivalent
potential temperature of the boundary layer is sufficiently
high for the moist convection to be unstable, the transverse
circulation in the lower layer will bring in more absolute
angular momentum than is lost to the sea by surface fric-
tion. Then the resulting increase of cyclonic circulation
11In our view, Craig and Gray’s (1996) categorization of the Ooyama
(1969) model as being a version of CISK was convincingly refuted by
Ooyama (1997).
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in the lower layer and the corresponding reduction of the
central pressure will cause the boundary-layer inflow to
increase; thus, more intense convective activity will fol-
low.”
In Ooyama’s model, the “intensity of the convective
activity” is characterized by a parameter η, where η − 1
is proportional to the difference between the moist static
energy in the boundary layer and the saturation moist
static energy in upper troposphere. Physically, η − 1 is a
measure of the degree of local conditional instability for
deep convection in the vortex. Ooyama noted that, in his
model, as long as η > 1, the positive feedback process
between the cyclonic circulation and the organized con-
vection will continue. The feedback process appears to
transcend the particular parameterization of deep convec-
tion used by Ooyama. Although Ooyama took the cloud-
base mass flux to be equal to the convergence of resolved-
scale mass flux in the boundary layer, this restriction may
be easily relaxed (Zhu et al. 2001).
Ooyama’s model contained a simple bulk aerody-
namic representation of the surface moisture flux (his
Equation (7.4)) in which the flux increases with surface
wind speed and with the degree of air-sea moisture dis-
equilibrium. Although Ooyama recognized the need for
such fluxes for intensification, he did not discuss the con-
sequences of their wind-speed dependence. However, he
did point out that as the surface pressure decreased sharply
with decreasing radius in the inner-core region, this would
lead to a concomitant sharp increase in the saturation
mixing ratio, q∗s . The increase in q∗s , which is approxi-
mately inversely proportional to the pressure, may boost
the boundary layer moisture provided that the mixing ratio
of near-surface air doesn’t increase as fast (see the discus-
sion below Equation (7.4) in Ooyama (1969)).
Willoughby (1979) noted that without condensa-
tional heating associated with the convection, air con-
verged in the boundary layer would flow outwards just
above the boundary layer instead of rising within the
clouds and flowing out near the tropopause. In other
words, for intensification to occur, the convectively-
induced convergence must be large enough to more than
offset the frictionally-induced divergent outflow above the
boundary layer (Raymond et al. 1998, Marin et al. 2009,
Smith 2000).
The foregoing feedback process differs from Char-
ney and Eliassen’s CISK paradigm in that the latter does
not explicitly represent the oceanic moisture source and
it assumes that the latent heat release within the region of
deep convection is proportional to the vertically-integrated
radial moisture flux. Unlike the CISK theory, the coop-
erative intensification theory does not represent a run-
away instability, because, as the troposphere warms on
account of the latent heat release by convection, the
atmosphere becomes progressively less unstable to buoy-
ant deep convection. Moreover, as the boundary-layer
moisture increases, the degree of moisture disequilibrium
at the sea surface decreases. If the near-surface air were
to saturate, the surface moisture flux would be zero, irre-
spective of the wind speed.
Two aspects of both the CISK theory and Ooyama’s
cooperative intensification theory that have gained wide
acceptance are that:
• the main spin up of the vortex occurs via the
convergence of absolute angular momentum above
the boundary layer, and
• the boundary layer plays an important role in con-
verging moisture to sustain deep convection, but its
dynamical role is to oppose spin up.
Ooyama’s theory recognizes also the need for a flux of
moisture from the ocean to maintain a degree of con-
vective instability, which is needed for the intensification
process.
An idea within the framework of the cooperative
intensification theory is the ”convective ring” model of
intensification summarized by Willoughby (1995, his sec-
tions 2.2.2 and 2.5.2; see also Willoughby 1990b). This
model invokes the axisymmetric balance theory discussed
in section 2.5 and argues based on composites of air-
borne radar reflectivity that intensification proceeds by the
inward propagation of ring-like convective structures.
5 The WISHE intensification paradigm
5.1 A steady-state hurricane model
In what has become a highly influential paper, E86 devel-
oped a steady-state axisymmetric balance model for a
mature tropical cyclone that subsequently led to a major
paradigm shift in the theory for the intensification of these
storms. In order to discuss this new paradigm, it is nec-
essary to review some salient features of the E86 model.
Briefly, the hurricane vortex is assumed to be steady and
circularly symmetric about its axis of rotation. The bound-
ary layer is taken to have uniform depth, h, and is divided
into three regions as shown in Figure 5. Regions I and
II encompass the eye and eyewall, respectively, while
Region III refers to that beyond the radius, rm, of maxi-
mum tangential wind speed, vm, at the top of the boundary
layer.
E86 takes the outer radius of Region II to be rm on
the basis that precipitation-driven downdraughts may be
important outside this radius12. The tangential wind field
is assumed to be in gradient and hydrostatic balance every-
where, including the boundary layer13. Moreover, upon
12Contrary to Emanuel’s assumption in this figure, observations show
that rm is located well inside the outer edge of the eyewall (e.g. Marks
et al. 2008, Figure 3).
13Although E86 explicitly assumes gradient wind balance at the top
and above the boundary layer (p586: “The model is based on the
assumptions that the flow above a well-mixed surface boundary layer is
inviscid and thermodynamically reversible, that hydrostatic and gradient
wind balance apply ...”), in the slab formulation therein the M and
tangential velocity of the slab of air exiting the boundary layer is
assumed to equal that of the flow at the top of the boundary layer. Since
the swirling wind field at the top of the boundary layer is assumed to
be in gradient wind balance (op cit.), it is a mathematical consequence
that in the region where the air is rising out of the boundary layer the
tangential velocity of the slab of air exiting the boundary layer must be
in gradient wind balance also.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of Emanuel’s 1986 model for a mature
steady-state hurricane. The boundary layer is assumed to have
constant depth h and is divided into three regions as shown: the eye
(Region I), the eyewall (Region II) and outside the eyewall (Region
III) where spiral rainbands and shallow convection emanate into
the vortex above. The absolute angular momentum per unit mass,
M , and equivalent potential temperature, θe of an air parcel are
conserved after the parcel leaves the boundary layer and ascends
in the eyewall cloud. In the steady model, these parcel trajectories
are stream surfaces of the secondary circulation along which M and
θe are materially conserved. The precise values of these quantities
depend on the radius at which the parcel exits the boundary layer.
The model assumes that the radius of maximum tangential wind
speed, rm, is located at the outer edge of the eyewall cloud. As noted
in footnote 13, recent observations indicate it is closer to the inner
edge.
exiting the boundary layer, air parcels are assumed to rise
to the upper troposphere conserving their M and satura-
tion moist entropy, s∗ (calculated pseudo-adiabatically14).
Above the boundary layer, the surfaces of moist entropy
and absolute angular momentum are assumed to flare out-
wards with height and become almost horizontal in the
upper troposphere. For an appraisal of some aspects of the
steady-state model, see Smith et al. (2008) and Bryan and
Rotunno (2009).
Time-dependent extensions of the E86 model were
developed for investigating the intensification process
(Emanuel 1989, 1995 and 1997: hereafter E97). These
models were formulated in the context of axisymmetric
balance dynamics and employ potential radius coordi-
nates. The potential radius, R, is defined in terms of the
absolute angular momentum by
√
2M/f and is the radius
to which an air parcel must be displaced, conserving M,
so that its tangential wind speed vanishes.
5.2 The role of evaporation-wind feedback
The new paradigm for intensification that emerges from
the time-dependent models invokes a positive feedback
between the near-surface wind speed and the rate of
14Although the original formulation and subsequent variants thereof
purported to use reversible thermodynamics, it has been recently dis-
covered that the E86 formulation and its variants that make a priori
predictions for the maximum tangential wind (Emanuel 1995, 1997,
1997, and Bister and Emanuel 1998) tacitly implied pseudo-adiabatic
thermodynamics (Bryan and Rotunno, 2009)
evaporation of water from the underlying ocean, which
depends on the wind speed (Emanuel et al. 1994, sec-
tion 5a; Emanuel 2003). Emanuel’s time-dependent mod-
els have broadly the same ingredients as Ooyama’s 1969
model (e.g. gradient wind and hydrostatic balance, wind-
speed-dependent surface moisture fluxes), but the closure
for moist convection is notably different by assuming
undilute pseudo-adiabatic ascent along surfaces of abso-
lute angular momentum rather than upright ascent with
entrainment of middle tropospheric air. In the section 5.3
and the supporting critique in Appendix A, we examine
carefully the semi-analytical time-dependent E97 model,
which has been advanced as the essential explanation of
tropical-cyclone intensification (Emanuel 2003). To begin,
we discuss the traditional view of the evaporation-wind
feedback intensification mechanism known generically as
WISHE (see footnote 1).
Although the evaporation of water from the under-
lying ocean has been long recognized as the ultimate
energy source for tropical cyclones (Kleinschmidt 1951;
Riehl 1954; Malkus and Riehl 1960; Ooyama 1969)15,
Emanuel’s contributions with colleagues re-focused atten-
tion on the air-sea interaction aspects of the intensification
process. Rather than viewing latent heat release in deep
convective towers as the ‘driving mechanism’ for vor-
tex amplification, this body of work showed that certain
aspects of these storms could be understood in terms of
a simple time-dependent model in which the latent heat
release was implicit.
The new dimensions introduced by the WISHE
paradigm were the positive feedback process between the
wind-speed dependent moisture fluxes and the tangen-
tial wind speed of the broad-scale vortex, and the finite-
amplitude nature of the instability, whereby the incipient
vortex must exceed a certain threshold intensity for ampli-
fication to proceed. Emanuel and collaborators empha-
sized also the non-necessity of CAPE in the storm envi-
ronment for intensification.
The evaporation-wind feedback intensification mech-
anism has achieved widespread acceptance in meteor-
ology textbooks and other didactic material (e.g., Rauber
et al. 2008, Holton 2004, Asnani 2005, Ahrens 2008,
Holton and Hakim 2012, COMET course in Tropical
Meteorology16), tropical weather briefings and the cur-
rent literature (Lighthill 1998, Smith 2003, Molinari et
al. 2004, Nong and Emanuel 2004, Montgomery et al.
2006, Terwey and Montgomery 2008, Braun et al. 2010).
Indeed, the last four authors and others have talked about
’igniting the WISHE mechanism’ after the vortex (or sec-
ondary maximum in the tangential wind) has reached
some threshold intensity.
In his review paper Emanuel (2003) specifically
describes the intensification process as follows: “intensi-
fication proceeds through a feedback mechanism wherein
increasing surface wind speeds produce increasing surface
15Technically speaking, the sun is the ultimate energy source for all
atmospheric and oceanic motions.
16http://www.meted.ucar.edu/topics_hurricane.php
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enthalpy flux ..., while the increased heat transfer leads to
increasing storm winds.” In order to understand his ensu-
ing description of the intensification process, one must
return to the E97 paper because two of the key parameters,
α and β, in Equation (10) of the 2003 paper are undefined.
Section 5.6 provides a careful examination of the corre-
sponding equation (Eq. (20)) in E97 and the underlying
assumptions employed therein.
We have a number of issues with some of the popular
articulations of the putative WISHE spin-up mechanism
(e.g. that of Holton and Hakim op. cit.) and present here
our own interpretation of the mechanism summarizing
that given in Montgomery et al. (2009).
5.3 The WISHE intensification mechanism in detail
The WISHE process for intensifying the inner-core tan-
gential wind is illustrated schematically in Figure 6. It is
based on the idea that, except near the centre, the near-
surface wind speed in a tropical cyclone increases with
decreasing radius. This increase is typically accompanied
by an increase in near-surface specific humidity, which
leads to a negative radial gradient of θe near the surface,
and hence throughout the boundary layer by vertical mix-
ing processes. On account of frictional convergence, air
parcels in the inner core exit the boundary layer and are
assumed to rise upwards and ultimately outwards into the
upper troposphere. As they do so, they materially conserve
their M and θe values, carrying with them an imprint of
the near-surface radial gradients ofM and θe into the inte-
rior of the vortex. Since the rising air rapidly saturates, the
radial gradient of θe implies a negative radial gradient of
virtual temperature. Thus, in the cloudy region, at least,
the vortex is warm cored. As air parcels move outwards
conserving M they spin more slowly about the rotation
axis of the storm, which, together with the positive radial
gradient of M , explains the observed decrease of the tan-
gential wind speed with height. In the eyewall region at
least, it is assumed that all the streamlines emanating from
the boundary layer asymptote to the undisturbed environ-
mental θ − e surfaces, thereby matching the saturation θe
of the streamlines. It is assumed also that, at large radii,
these surfaces exit the storm in the lower stratosphere,
where the absolute temperature is approximately constant.
Now suppose that for some reason the negative radial
gradient of specific humidity increases in the boundary
layer. This would increase the negative radial gradient
of θe, both in the boundary layer and in the cloudy
region of the vortex aloft, and thereby warm the vortex
core in this region. Assuming that the vortex remains in
thermal wind balance during this process, the negative
vertical shear of the tangential wind will increase. E86
presents arguments to show that this increase leads to
an increase in the maximum tangential wind speed at
the top of the boundary layer (see, e.g., Montgomery et
al. 2006, Eq. A1). Assuming that this increase translates
to an increase in the surface wind speed, the surface
moisture flux will increase, thereby increasing further
the specific humidity. However, this increase in specific
Figure 6. Schematic of the evaporation-wind intensification mech-
anism known as WISHE as articulated here. The pertinent variables
are defined in the text and are otherwise standard. Thermal wind
balance refers to the axisymmetric thermal wind equation in pres-
sure coordinates that relates the radial gradient of azimuthal-mean
θe to the vertical shear of the mean tangential velocity. The discus-
sion assumes that for some reason the near-surface azimuthal mean
mixing ratio is increased in the core region. This increase leads to
an increase in the corresponding mean radial gradient and also an
increase in the mean radial gradient of θe throughout the bound-
ary layer. The secondary circulation is imagined to loft this increase
in θe into the vortex interior thereby warming the core region of the
vortex. By the thermal wind relation and its corollary, obtained upon
applying a Maxwell thermodynamic relation (presuming reversible
thermodynamics, see footnote 15) and then integrating this equa-
tion along a surface of constant absolute angular momentum, this
increased warmth is invoked to imply an increase in the mean tan-
gential wind at the top of the vortex boundary layer. It is understood
here that θe values at the boundary layer top correspond to saturated
values (Emanuel 1986). Turbulent mixing processes in the boundary
layer are assumed to communicate this wind speed increase to the
surface, and thereby increase the potential for increasing the sea-to-
air water vapour flux Fqv . The saturation mixing ratio must increase
approximately in step with the putative increase in near-surface qv
so as to maintain a thermodynamic disequilibrium. If this occurs
then the surface mixing ratio will increase, thereby leading to a fur-
ther increase in the mean tangential wind and so on.
humidity will reduce the thermodynamic disequilibrium
in specific humidity between the near-surface air and the
ocean surface, unless the saturation specific humidity at
the sea surface temperature increases in step. The increase
in wind speed could help maintain this disequilibrium
if there is an associated reduction in surface pressure.
(Recall from section 4 that the saturation specific humidity
at the sea surface temperature is approximately inversely
proportional to the air pressure). If the specific humidity
(and θe) in the boundary layer increases further, it will lead
to a further increase in tangential wind speed and so on17.
17The mechanism as articulated here is quite different from that
described by Kepert (2011, p13), who interprets WISHE in the con-
text of a steady state vortex as ”The role of the surface enthalpy fluxes
in making the expansion of the inflowing boundary layer air isothermal
rather than adiabatic ... .” Kepert makes no mention of the necessity of
the wind-speed dependence of the fluxes of latent and sensible heat and
makes no distinction between dry and moist enthalpy in his discussion.
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5.4 WISHE and the cooperative intensification theory
Our discussion of the spin up mechanism in the previous
paradigms highlighted the role of convergence of absolute
angular momentum in the lower troposphere. The argu-
ments articulated in section 5.3 are silent about the role of
the secondary circulation in the vortex-scale amplification
process and, because they assume thermal wind balance,
the buoyancy of the warm core, or more precisely the sys-
tem buoyancy, cannot be invoked to ‘drive’ the secondary
circulation. Indeed, cloud updraughts in this idealization
have no explicit local buoyancy18. In this light, then, it
is natural to ask how the spin up actually occurs in the
WISHE theory? To answer this question we examine fur-
ther the time-dependent E97 model referred to in section
5.2.
Recall that the E97 model is founded on the idea
that spin-up is controlled by the thermodynamics of the
boundary layer and makes the key assumptions that:
(1) The vortex is in gradient wind balance19, and
(2) Above the boundary layer, the moist isentropes and
M surfaces are congruent and flare out to large
radius.
In the steady-state model of E86, the flaring out
of the M - and θe-surfaces implies that there is outflow
everywhere above the boundary layer, since both these
quantities are materially conserved. The situation in E97
model is less transparent because the model is formulated
in potential radius coordinates (see section 5) and even
though these surfaces flare outwards in physical space,
they will move radially in physical space as the vortex
evolves. If the vortex intensifies at low levels above the
boundary layer, they must move inwards there (see section
2.4), consistent with net inflow at these levels, and if the
vortex decreases in intensity, they must move outwards.
The effects of latent heat release in clouds are
implicit also in the E97 model, but the negative radial gra-
dient of θe in the boundary layer is equivalent to a negative
radial gradient of diabatic heating in the interior, which,
18A related property of the WISHE model is that any latent instability
beyond that needed to overcome internal dissipation within cumulus
clouds is believed unnecessary and thus irrelevant to the essential
dynamics of tropical-cyclone intensification (Rotunno and Emanuel
1987).
19While the statement on page 1019 of E97: “We have assumed gradient
and hydrostatic wind balance everywhere above the boundary layer... ”
might suggest otherwise, the use of a balanced boundary-layer formu-
lation (Smith and Montgomery 2008) implies the effective assumption
of gradient wind balance in the boundary layer also (Smith et al. 2008).
Further, the assumption of gradient wind balance everywhere is a prop-
erty of all three time-dependent models described in Emanuel (1989),
Emanuel (1995), and E97, and is necessary to invoke an invertibility
principle in which “... the entire rotational flow [our emphasis] may be
deduced from the radial distribution of θe in the boundary layer and the
distribution of vorticity at the tropopause” (see first two complete para-
graphs on page 1018 of E97). Note that, since the mathematical model
represented by Eq. (20) of E97 describes the dynamics of a slab bound-
ary layer, the same scientific reasoning given in footnote 14 applies.
Specifically, because the air at the top of the slab is assumed to be in
gradient wind balance with tangential velocity V and because no dis-
continuities in the tangential velocity between the air rising out of the
slab and that at its top are allowed, it is a logical consequence that the
slab of air in the boundary layer must be in gradient wind balance.
according to the balance concepts discussed in section 2.3
will lead to an overturning circulation with inflow in the
lower troposphere. Thus the spin up above the boundary
layer is entirely consistent with that in Ooyama’s coop-
erative intensification theory. Because the tangential wind
speed in the slab boundary is assumed to be equal to that
at the top of the boundary layer (as in Ooyama’s 1969
model), the spin up in the boundary layer is consistent
also with Ooyama’s 1969 model. Unfortunately, the math-
ematical elegance of the formulation in E97 is achieved at
the cost of making the physical processes of spin up less
transparent (at least to us!).
For the foregoing reasons we would argue that the
differences between the E97 theory and Ooyama’s coop-
erative intensification theory are perhaps fewer than is
widely appreciated. In essence:
• The convective parameterizations are different. E97
assumes pseudoadiabatic ascent, while Ooyama
(1969) uses an entraining plume model for deep
convection.
• Emanuel gives explicit recognition to coupling
between the surface enthalpy fluxes and the surface
wind speed (although this coupling was included in
Ooyama’s 1969 model).
• E97 recognized the importance of convective down-
draughts on the boundary layer thermodynamics
and included a crude representation of these.
Emanuel would argue that a further difference distinguish-
ing the WISHE paradigm from the others is that it does not
require the existence of ambient CAPE, which is crucial in
the CISK theory and is present in Ooyama’s (1969) model.
However, Ooyama (1997, section 3.3) noted that “the ini-
tial CAPE had short memory...” and recalled that in his
1969 study he “demonstrated that a cyclone vortex could
not develop by the initial CAPE alone...”. Further, Dengler
and Reeder (1998) have shown that ambient CAPE is not
necessary in Ooyama’s model or extensions thereof.
One additional feature of the E97 model is its recog-
nition of the tendency of the eyewall to develop a front in
M and θe. This frontogenesis arises from the convergence
of M and θe brought about by surface friction. A second
feature of the model is a proposed relationship between
the lateral mixing of M at the eyewall front and the rate
of intensification. These interesting aspects are reviewed
briefly in section 5.5.
5.5 Brakes on WISHE
As pointed out by Emanuel et al. (1994), the foregoing
feedback mechanism is not a runaway process for the
present climate and would cease if the boundary layer
were to saturate. Moreover, the import of low entropy
air into the boundary layer, for example by shallow con-
vection, precipitation-induced downdraughts from deep
convection, or vortex-scale subsidence, can significantly
offset the moistening of the boundary layer by surface
fluxes (e.g., Ooyama 1997). Indeed Emanuel et al. (1994)
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argue that tropical-cyclone amplification requires the mid-
dle troposphere to become nearly saturated on the meso-
scale so that the downdraughts are weak enough not to
negate the feedback process. However, recent evidence
from state-of-the-art numerical cloud models suggests that
the presence of mid-level dry air is not to strengthen con-
vective downdraughts, but rather to reduce the strength of
convective updraughts (James and Markowski 2010, Kil-
roy and Smith 2013).
Global energetics considerations point also to a brake
on the intensification process and a bound on the maxi-
mum possible intensity. Recall that under normal circum-
stances the energy dissipation associated with surface fric-
tion scales as the cube of the tangential winds, while the
energy input via moist entropy fluxes scales with the first
power of the wind. Even if the boundary layer remains
subsaturated, frictional dissipation will exceed the input of
latent heat energy to the vortex from the underlying ocean
at some point during the cyclone’s intensification. This
idea forms the basis for the so-called ‘potential intensity
theory’ of tropical cyclones (E86, Emanuel 1988, 1995;
E97; Bister and Emanuel 1998)20.
5.6 A simple model of the intensification process
It should be noted that the schematic of the WISHE
mechanism in Figure 6 explains physically the sign of the
tangential wind tendency in the core region, but it does not
provide a means for quantifying the tendency. An elegant
attempt to do this was developed by E97 in the form of an
idealized axisymmetric, time-dependent model that would
appear to include the WISHE intensification mechanism.
A similar formulation has been used by Gray and Craig
(1998) and Frisius (2006). E97 derived an expression for
the time rate-of-change of tangential wind at the radius of
maximum tangential wind (his Eq. (20)) that equates the
tangential wind tendency to the sum of three terms, two
of which are always negative definite. The third term is
positive only if the radial gradient of an ‘ad hoc’ function,
β(r), is sufficiently negative to offset the other two terms.
The function β is introduced to “crudely represent the
effects of convective and large-scale downdraughts, which
import low θe air into the subcloud layer” (E97, p1019,
below Eq. (16)). One weakness of the theory is the lack
of a rigorous basis for the formulation of β. A second
weakness is the effective assumption of gradient wind
20At the present time it is thought there is an exception to this general
argument when either the sea surface temperature is sufficiently warm
or the upper tropospheric temperature is sufficiently cold, or some
combination of the two prevails (Emanuel 1988, Emanuel et al. 1995).
Under such conditions, the vortex is believed to be capable of generating
enough latent heat energy via surface moisture fluxes to more than offset
the dissipation of energy and a ‘runaway’ hurricane regime - the so-
called ‘hypercane regime’ - is predicted. However, these predictions
have been formulated only in the context of axisymmetric theory and it
remains an open question whether hypercanes are indeed dynamically
realizable in a three-dimensional context. Fortunately, the hypercane
regime is not predicted for the present climate or predicted tropical
climates of the future barring an unforeseen global extinction event (!).
We will henceforth confine our attention to the intensification dynamics
under current climate conditions.
balance in the boundary layer21 as discussed in footnote
19. Neither of these assumptions can be defended or
derived from first principles.
In addition to the foregoing issues, we note a further
limitation of this model. On page 1019 of E97, Emanuel
draws attention to the “... crucial presence of down-
draughts by reducing the entropy tendency there (outside
the radius of maximum tangential wind, our insertion) by
a factor β.” However, the WISHE mechanism articulated
in section 5.3 did not require downdraughts and more-
over we show later in section 6.1 that vortex intensification
proceeds optimally in the pseudo-adiabatic case in which
downdraughts are absent altogether!
In view of the foregoing limitations, it is difficult to
regard this model as the archetype for tropical-cyclone
intensification.
5.7 A revised theory
Emanuel and Rotunno (2011) and Emanuel (2012)
pointed out that the assumption referred to in section 5.3
that the air parcels rising in the eyewall exit in the lower
stratosphere in a region of approximate constant absolute
temperature is poor. In the first of these papers, Emanuel
and Rotunno op cit. found using an axisymmetric numeri-
cal model with (admittedly) unrealistically large values of
vertical diffusion that “the outflow temperature increases
rapidly with angular momentum”, i.e. the outflow layer
is stably stratified. They hypothesized the important role
of small-scale turbulence in determining this stratification
and they postulated the existence of a critical gradient
Richardson number. A diagnosis of the quasi-steady vor-
tex offered some support for this hypothesis. Based on
these results, Emanuel op. cit. presented a revised the-
ory of the E97 model that avoids the assumption of a
constant outflow temperature (and also the need to intro-
duce the ad hoc β function noted previously). However,
in three-dimensional model simulations with parameter
settings that are consistent with recently observations of
turbulence in hurricanes, Persing et al. (2012) show little
support for the foregoing hypothesis. In these simulations,
values of the gradient Richardson number are generally
far from criticality with correspondingly little turbulent
mixing in the upper level outflow region: only marginal
criticality is suggested during the mature stage. This find-
ing would suggest that the new theory of Emanuel (2012)
is not a satisfactory theory for explaining tropical-cyclone
intensification in three dimensions.
In view of the limitations of the CISK and WISHE
paradigms for tropical-cyclone intensification presented
above, we present now an overarching framework for
understanding tropical-cyclone intensification in high-
resolution, three-dimensional, numerical model simula-
tions and in reality.
21The scale analysis of the steady-state boundary layer equations
performed by Smith and Montgomery (2008) is readily generalized to
the intensification problem and shows that the gradient wind balance
approximation cannot be justified for an intensifying tropical cyclone.
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6 A new rotating-convective updraught paradigm
Satellite and radar observations have long suggested that
tropical cyclones are highly asymmetric during their
intensification phase. Only the most intense storms exhibit
a strong degree of axial symmetry in their mature stages
and even then, only in their inner-core region. Observa-
tions show also that rapidly developing storms are accom-
panied frequently by ’bursts’ of intense convection (e.g.,
Gentry et al. 1970; Black et al. 1986; Marks et al. 1992;
Molinari et al. 1999), which one would surmise pos-
sess significant local buoyancy and are accompanied by
marked flow asymmetries. These are reasons alone to
query the applicability of purely axisymmetric theories to
the intensification process and a series of questions imme-
diately arise:
1 How does vortex intensification proceed in three-
dimensional models and in reality?
2 Are there fundamental differences between the
intensification process in a three-dimensional model
and that in an axisymmetric model?
3 Can the evolution of the azimuthally-averaged fields
in three-dimensional models be understood in terms
of the axisymmetric paradigms for intensification
described in previous sections?
4 If not, can the axisymmetric paradigms be modified
to provide such understanding?
These questions are addressed in the remainder of this
review.
There have been many three-dimensional numerical-
model studies of vortex amplification in the prototype
problem for tropical-cyclone intensification on an f -plane,
described in section 1. These studies can be divided into
five groups:
• those using hydrostatic models with cumulus
parameterization (e.g. Kurihara and Tuleya 1974);
• those using minimal hydrostatic models, with or
without cumulus parameterization (e.g., Zhu et al.
2001; Zhu and Smith 2002, 2003, Shin and Smith
2008);
• those using hydrostatic models with explicit micro-
physics (e.g., Wang 2001, 2002a, 2002b);
• those using nonhydrostatic models with highly sim-
plified physics (Nguyen et al. 2008, Montgomery et
al. 2009, Persing et al. 2013); and
• those using nonhydrostatic models with sophisti-
cated representations of physical processes (e.g.
Wang 2008, Terwey and Montgomery 2009, Hill
and Lackman 2009).
There have been investigations also of the analogous
intensification problem on a β-plane, which is a proto-
type problem for tropical-cyclone motion (e.g., Flatau et
al. 1994; Dengler and Reeder 1997; Wang and Holland
1996a, 1996b) 22. In this scenario, initially symmetric
22There have been many more studies of this problem in a barotropic
context, but our interest here is focussed on baroclinic models with at
least three vertical levels to represent the effects of deep convection.
vortices develop asymmetries from the very start of the
integration on account of the “β-effect”, which is most
easily understood in terms of barotropic dynamics. In a
barotropic vortex, air parcels conserve their absolute vor-
ticity and, as they move polewards on the eastern side
of the vortex, their relative vorticity becomes more anti-
cyclonic. Conversely, air parcels that move equatorwards
on the western side become more cyclonic. As time pro-
ceeds, this process leads to a vorticity dipole asymmetry
that has fine-scale radial structure in the inner-core, where
the radial gradient of angular velocity is large, but has a
broad coherent structure at large radii where this gradi-
ent is small (Chan and Williams 1989, Smith et al. 1990,
Smith and Ulrich 1993 and references). The asymmet-
ric flow associated with this dipole leads to a westward
and poleward motion across the vortex core and is mostly
influenced by the coherent vorticity asymmetry at large
radii (e.g. Smith et al. 1990. p351). In a baroclinic vortex,
it is the potential vorticity that is conserved, except where
there is diabatic heating associated with convection, but
the mechanism of formation of the large-scale vorticity
asymmetry is essentially as described above.
While the formation of flow asymmetries is to be
expected on a β-plane, it may seem surprising at first
sight that appreciable inner-core flow asymmetries emerge
also in three-dimensional simulations that start with an
axisymmetric vortex on an f -plane. It is the latter aspect
that is the main focus of this section.
The development of flow asymmetries on an f -plane
was already a feature of the early calculations by Kuri-
hara and Tuleya (1974), but these authors did not consider
these asymmetries to be remarkable, even though their
problem as posed was, in essence, axisymmetric. Flow
asymmetries were found also in simulations using a min-
imal (three-layer) model for a tropical cyclone that was
developed in a series of papers by Zhu et al. (2001) and
Zhu and Smith (2002, 2003). That model was designed
initially to examine the sensitivity of TC intensification to
different convective parameterization schemes in the same
model and in a configuration that was simple enough to be
able to interpret the results. It came as a surprise to those
authors that the vortex in their calculations developed flow
asymmetries and the cause of these was attributed primar-
ily to the coarse vertical resolution in the vertical and the
use of a Lorenz grid for finite differencing in the three lay-
ers. In the last paper (Zhu and Smith 2003), it was shown
that the amplitude of asymmetries could be reduced by
using a Charney-Phillips grid pattern in the vertical.
6.1 The role of rotating deep convection
Subsequent attempts to understand the development and
evolution of the flow asymmetries in the prototype intensi-
fication problem on an f -plane were described by Nguyen
et al. (2008) using the non-hydrostatic model, MM523,
and Shin and Smith (2008) using the minimal model of
23MM5 refers to the Pennsylvania State University-National Center for
Atmospheric Research fifth-generation Mesoscale Model.
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Zhu et al. (2001). We describe below the essential fea-
tures of vortex evolution found in the Nguyen et al study.
The model was stripped down to what were considered
to be the simplest representations of physical processes
necessary, including the simplest explicit representation
of moist processes that mimicks pseudo-adiabatic moist
thermodynamics and a simple bulk formulation of the
boundary layer including air-sea exchange processes. The
horizontal grid spacing in the main experiments was 5 km
and there were 24 levels in the vertical (7 below 850 mb)
giving a much higher resolution than Zhu et al. ’s minimal
model, which had a 20 km horizontal grid and only three
vertical layers. The calculations were initialized with an
axisymmetric warm-cored, cloud-free vortex with a max-
imum tangential velocity of 15 m s−1.
Figure 7. Time-series of maximum azimuthal-mean tangential wind
component (Vmax) and maximum total wind speed (VTmax) at 900
mb characterizing vortex development in f -plane control experi-
ment in M1.
Figure 7 shows time-series of the maximum total hor-
izontal wind speed, VTmax, and maximum azimuthally-
averaged tangential wind component, Vmax, at 900 hPa
(approximately 1 km high). As in many previous exper-
iments, there is a gestation period during which the vor-
tex slowly decays because of surface friction, but moist-
ens in the boundary layer because of evaporation from
the underlying sea surface. During this period, lasting
about 9 hours, the vortex remains close to axisymmet-
ric. The imposition of friction from the initial instant leads
to inflow in the boundary layer and outflow immediately
above it, for the reasons discussed in section 2.6. It is the
outflow together with the conservation of absolute angu-
lar momentum that accounts for the initial decrease in the
tangential wind speed (see section 2.4).
The subsequent evolution is exemplified by Figures
8 and 9, which show the patterns of vertical velocity and
the vertical component of relative vorticity at the 850 mb
level at selected times. The two left panels show the sit-
uation when rapid intensification begins. The inflowing
air is moist and as it rises out of the boundary layer and
cools, condensation occurs in some grid columns inside
the radius of maximum tangential wind speed. Latent
heat release in these columns initiates deep convective
updraughts with vertical velocities up to 5 m s−1 at 850
mb. The updraughts form in an annular region inside
the radius of the maximum initial tangential wind speed
(i.e. 135 km) and their distribution shows a dominant
azimuthal wavenumber-12 pattern around the circulation
centre24 The updraughts rotate cyclonically around the
vortex centre and have lifetimes on the order of an hour.
As they develop, they tilt and stretch the local vorticity
field and an approximate ring-like structure of intense,
small-scale, vorticity dipoles emerges (lower left panel of
Figure 8). The dipoles are highly asymmetric in strength
with strong cyclonic vorticity anomalies and much weaker
anticyclonic vorticity anomalies. Early in the intensifi-
cation phase, the strongest updraughts lie approximately
in between the vorticity dipoles whereas later, they are
often approximately collocated with the strong cyclonic
anomalies. Following Nguyen et al. (2008), we refer to the
cyclonically-rotating updraughts as “vortical hot towers”
(VHTs), a term first coined by Hendricks et al. (2004),
However, we should caution that these updraughts need
not penetrate all the way to the tropopause to greatly
enhance the local ambient rotation (Wissmeier and Smith,
2011).
The development of the updraughts heralds a period
lasting about two days during which the vortex intensifies
rapidly, with Vmax increasing at an average intensification
rate of about 1 m s−1 h−1. During this period, there are
large fluctuations in VTmax, up to 15 m s−1. Eventually,
the vortex attains a quasi-steady state, in which Vmax
increases only slightly.
During rapid intensification phase, the number of
VHTs decreases from twelve at 9 h to no more than
three by the end of the period of rapid intensification, but
their structure remains spatially irregular and during some
periods, the upward motion occupies a contiguous region
around the vortex centre. The cyclonic vorticity anoma-
lies associated with the VHTs grow horizontally in scale
due to merger and axisymmetrization with neighbouring
cyclonic vorticity anomalies. This upscale growth occurs
in tandem with the convergence of like-sign vorticity into
the circulation of the VHTs. They move slowly inwards
also and become segregated from the anticyclonic vor-
ticity anomalies, which move slowly outwards relative to
them. As the anticyclonic anomalies move outwards they
decrease in amplitude and undergo axisymmetrization by
the parent vortex. Elements of the segregation process are
discussed in section by Nguyen et al.
The right panels of Figure 8 show the situation at 24
hours. At this time there are five strong updraughts, each
possessing greatly enhanced cyclonic vorticity (lower
right panel), so that the initial monopole structure of the
vortex is completely dwarfed by the local vorticity of the
VHTs.
Comparing Figures 8 and 9 shows that the VHTs
move inwards over time. Spiral inertia-gravity waves
24It turns out that the number of updraughts that form initially increases
as the horizontal resolution increases, but the subsequent evolutionary
picture is largely similar.
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Figure 8. Vertical velocity fields (upper panels) and fields of the vertical component of relative vorticity (lower panels) at 850 hPa at 9.75
hours (left panels) and 24 hours (right panels) in the control experiment in M1. Contour interval for vertical velocity: thick curves 2.0
m s−1 and thin solid curves 0.5 m s−1 with highest value 1.0 m s−1, thin dashed curves for negative values with interval 0.25 m s−1.
Contour interval for relative vorticity: at 9.75 hours, thick curves 5.0 × 10−3 s−1 and thin curves 1.0 × 10−4 s−1; at 24 hours, thick
curves 2.0× 10−2 s−1 and thin curves 5.0× 10−3 s−1. Positive values are solid curves in red and negative values are dashed curves in
blue. The zero contour is not plotted.
propagating outwards occur throughout the vortex evo-
lution and these are especially prominent in animations
of the vertical velocity fields. The pattern of strong
updraughts changes continuously with time, but is mainly
monopolar, dipolar, or tripolar and always asymmetric. By
the end of the rapid intensification period, no more than
three VHTs are active around the circulation centre.
The simulated vortex exhibits many realistic features
of a mature tropical cyclone (e.g., Willoughby 1995,
Kossin et al. 2002, Corbosiero et al. 2006, Marks et al.
2008) with spiral bands of convection surrounding an
approximately symmetric eyewall and a central eye that
is free of deep convection (Figure 9a,b). In the mature
phase, the evolution of the vortex core is characterized by
an approximately axisymmetric circulation superimposed
on which are:
• small, but finite-amplitude vortex Rossby waves that
propagate azimuthally, radially and vertically on the
mean potential vorticity gradient of the system scale
vortex (Shapiro and Montgomery 1993, Guinn and
Schubert 1993, Montgomery and Kallenbach 1997,
Mo¨ller and Montgomery 2000, Chen and Yau 2001,
Wang 2002a,b, Chen et al. 2003, McWilliams et al.
2003, Martinez 2008, Martinez et al. 2011)25;
• barotropic-baroclinic shear instabilities (Schubert et
al. 1999, Nolan and Montgomery 2000);
• eyewall mesovortices (Schubert et al. 1999, Mont-
gomery et al. 2002, Braun et al. 2006); and
25The restoring mechanism for vortex Rossby waves and shear instabil-
ities related thereto is associated with the radial and vertical gradient of
dry potential vorticity of the system-scale vortex.
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Figure 9. Vertical velocity fields (upper panels) and fields of the vertical component of relative vorticity (lower panels) at 850 hPa at 48 h
(left panels) and 96 h (right panels) in the control experiment in M1. Contour interval for vertical velocity: thick curves 4.0 m s−1 with
lowest absolute value 2.0 m s−1 and thin curves 0.5 m s−1 with highest absolute value 1.0 m s−1. Contour interval for relative vorticity:
thick curves 1.0× 10−2 s−1 and thin curves 1.0× 10−3 s−1. Positive values are solid curves in red and negative values are dashed curves
in blue. The zero contour is not plotted.
• trochoidal “wobbling” motion of the inner-core
region (Nolan and Montgomery 2000, Nolan et al.
2001).
Of course, these processes are not adiabatic and inviscid
as they are coupled to the boundary layer and convection
(Schecter and Montgomery 2007, Nguyen et al. 2011).
6.2 Observational evidence for VHTs
The relatively recent discovery of VHTs in three-
dimensional numerical-model simulations of tropical
cyclogenesis and tropical-cyclone intensification has
motivated efforts to document such structures in obser-
vations. Two early studies were those of Reasor et al.
(2005), who used airborne Doppler radar data to show
that VHTs were present in the genesis phase of Hurri-
cane Dolly (1996), and Sippel et al. (2006), who found
evidence for VHTs during the development of Tropical
Storm Alison (2001). It was not until very recently that
Houze et al. (2009) presented the first detailed observa-
tional evidence of VHTs in a depression that was intensi-
fying and which subsequently became Hurricane Ophelia
(2005). The updraught that they documented was 10 km
wide and had vertical velocities reaching 10-25 m s−1
in its upper portion, the radar echo of which reached to
a height of 17 km. The updraught was contiguous with
an extensive stratiform region on the order of 200 km
in extent. Maximum values of vertical vorticity averaged
over the convective region during different fly-bys were
on the order of 5-10 ×10−4 s−1 (see Houze et al. 2009,
Figure 20).
Bell and Montgomery (2010) analysed airborne
Doppler radar observations from the recent Tropical
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Cyclone Structure 2008 field campaign in the western
North Pacific and found the presence of deep, buoyant and
vortical convective plumes within a vertically-sheared,
westward-moving pre-depression disturbance that later
developed into Typhoon Hagupit. Raymond et al. (2010)
carried out a similar analysis of data from the same field
experiment, in their case for different stages during the
intensification of Typhoon Nuri and provided further evi-
dence for the existence of VHT-like structures.
6.3 Predictability issues
The association of the inner-core flow asymmetries with
the development of VHTs led to the realization that the
asymmetries, like the deep convection itself, would have
a limited “predictability”. The reason is that the pattern
of convection is strongly influenced by the low-level
moisture field (Nguyen et al. 2008, Shin and Smith 2008).
Further, observations have shown that low-level moisture
has significant variability on small space scales and is not
well sampled (Weckwerth 2000), especially in tropical-
depression and tropical-cyclone environments.
The sensitivity of the flow asymmetries to low-level
moisture in an intensifying model cyclone is demonstrated
in Nguyen et al. (2008) in an ensemble of ten experi-
ments in which a small (±0.5 g kg−1) random moisture
perturbation is added at every horizontal grid point in the
innermost domain of the model below 900 mb. As shown
in Figure 10, the evolution in the local intensity as char-
acterized by V Tmax at 900 hPa is similar in all ensemble
members, but there is a non-negligible spread, the maxi-
mum difference at any given time in the whole simulation
being as high as 20 m s−1.
The pattern of evolution of the flow asymmetries is
significantly different between ensemble members also.
These differences are exemplified by the relative vorticity
fields of the control experiment and two randomly-chosen
realizations at 24 hours (compare the two panels in Fig-
ure 11 with Figure 8b). In general, inspection of the rela-
tive vorticity and vertical velocity fields of each ensemble
member shows similar characteristics to those in the con-
trol experiment, the field being non-axisymmetric and still
dominated by locally intense cyclonic updraughts. How-
ever, the detailed pattern of these updraughts is signifi-
cantly different between the ensemble members.
The foregoing results are supported by the calcu-
lations of Shin and Smith (2008), who performed simi-
lar ensemble calculations using the minimal three-layer
hydrostatic model of Zhu and Smith (2003). Their cal-
culations had twice the horizontal grid spacing used in
Nguyen et al. (2008), and a much coarser vertical grid
spacing. In fact, the calculations indicate a much larger
variance between the ensembles than those in Nguyen et
al., suggesting that the predictability limits may be res-
olution dependent also. Since the flow on the convective
scales exhibits a degree of randomness, the convective-
scale asymmetries are intrinsically chaotic and unpre-
dictable. Only the asymmetric features that survive in an
ensemble average of many realizations can be regarded as
robust.
Figure 10. Time-series of maximum total wind speed at 900 hPa in
the control experiment in Nguyen et al. (2008) (blue) and in the 10
ensemble experiments therein (thin, red).
6.4 Inclusion of warm-rain physics
The simple representation of condensation in the Nguyen
et al. (2008) calculations neglects one potentially impor-
tant process in tropical-cyclone intensification, namely
the effects of evaporatively-cooled downdraughts. When
these are included through a representation of warm rain
processes (i.e. condensation-coalescence without ice), the
vortex intensification is delayed and the vortex intensifies
more slowly than in the control experiment (see, e.g., Fig-
ure 12). The intensity after four days is considerably lower
also. Nguyen et al. (2008) attributed this lower intensity to
a reduction in the convective instability that results from
downdraughts associated with the rain process and to the
reduced buoyancy in clouds on account of water loading.
6.5 Summary of the new paradigm
The foregoing simulations, both on an f -plane and on a
β-plane, show that the VHTs dominate the intensification
period at early times and that the progressive segregation,
merger and axisymmetrization of the VHTs together with
the low-level convergence they generate are prominent
features of the tropical-cyclone intensification process.
The emerging flow asymmetries are not merely a manifes-
tation of the numerical representation of the equations26,
but rather a reflection of a key physical process, namely
moist convective instability. The results of Nguyen et al.
support those of Montgomery et al. (2006) in an ide-
alized study of the transformation of a relatively-weak,
axisymmetric, middle-level, cold-cored vortex on an f -
plane to a warm-cored vortex of tropical-cyclone strength
and by those of near cloud-resolving numerical simula-
tions of tropical storm Diana (1984) (Davis and Bosart
2002; Hendricks et al. 2004), which drew attention to the
26It is true that the initial convective updraughts in the control exper-
iment in Nguyen et al. (2008) form more or less within an annular
envelope inside the radius of maximum tangential winds and that their
precise location, where grid-scale saturation occurs first in this annu-
lus, is determined by local asymmetries associated with the represen-
tation of an initially symmetric flow on a square grid. However, the
updraughts rapidly forget their initial configuration and become ran-
domly distributed.
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Figure 11. Relative vorticity fields of 2 representative realizations from the f -plane ensemble at 24 h in Nguyen et al. (2008). Contour
interval: (thin curves) 2.0× 10−3 s−1 up to 8.0 × 10−3 s−1 and for larger values (thick curves) 1.0× 10−2 s−1. Positive values are solid
curves in red and negative values are dashed curves in blue. The zero contour is not plotted.
important role of convectively-amplified vorticity in the
spin-up process. In turn, the results are supported by more
recent calculations of the intensification process using a
range of models with a refined horizontal resolution (Fang
and Zhang 2011, Gopalakrishnan et al. 2011, Bao et al.
2012, Persing et al. 2013). All of these studies indicate
that VHTs are the basic coherent structures of the tropical-
cyclone intensification process.
In the Nguyen et al. (2008) simulations, axisym-
metrization is not complete after 96 h and there is always a
prominent low azimuthal-wave-number asymmetry (often
with wave number 1 or 2) in the inner-core relative vor-
ticity. Therefore the question arises: to what extent are the
axisymmetric paradigms discussed in sections 4 and 5 rel-
evant to explaining the spin-up in the three-dimensional
model? In particular, do they apply to the azimuthally-
mean fields in the model? We address this question in the
following section.
7 An axisymmetric view of the new paradigm
The new paradigm for tropical-cyclone spin up discussed
in the previous section highlights the collective role of
rotating deep convection in amplifying the storm circu-
lation. These convective structures are intrinsically asym-
metric, but it remains possible that the cooperative inten-
sification theory, the WISHE theory, or a modification of
these may still provide a useful integrated view of the
intensification process in an azimuthally-averaged sense.
With this possibility in mind, Smith et al. (2009) exam-
ined the azimuthally-averaged wind fields in the control
experiment of Nguyen et al. (2008) and found that they
could be interpreted in terms of a version of the coopera-
tive intensification theory with an important modification.
This modification, discussed in this section, recognizes
that as intensification proceeds, the spin up becomes pro-
gressively focussed in the boundary layer.
Figure 12. Time-series of azimuthal-mean maximum tangential
wind speed at 900 hPa in the control experiment in Nguyen et al.
(2008) and in the corresponding experiment with a representation
of warm rain processes.
Until recently, the perception seems to have been that
surface friction plays only an inhibiting role in vortex
intensification. For example, Raymond et al. (1998, 2007)
assume that the boundary layer is generally responsible
for spin-down. Specifically, Raymond et al. (2007) note
that “ ... cyclone development occurs when the tendency
of convergence to enhance the low-level circulation of a
system defeats the tendency of surface friction to spin
the system down”, while Marin et al. 2009 state that:
“The primary balance governing the circulation in the
planetary boundary layer is between the convergence of
environmental vorticity, which tends to spin up the storm,
and surface friction, which tends to spin it down”.
A similar idea is presented in Kepert’s (2011)
review on the role of the boundary-layer circulation:
“The boundary-layer circulation can only spin down (our
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emphasis) the storm, since inwards advection of (abso-
lute, our insertion) angular momentum by the frictional
inflow is countered by the surface frictional torque and by
outwards advection in the return branch of the gyre”. We
find this statement misleading. Indeed, long ago, Anthes
(1971) discussed “ ... the paradox of the dual role of sur-
face friction, with increased friction yielding more intense
circulation ... ”. This idea of a dual role is different
from that envisaged by Charney and Eliassen (1964) in
that it focuses on the dynamical role of the boundary
layer as opposed to its thermodynamical role in supplying
moisture to feed the inner-core convection. In retrospect,
Anthes’ statement points to the possibility that the spin up
of the inner-core winds might actually occur within the
boundary layer. This possibility is further supported by
the ubiquitous tendency in numerical models of the vor-
tex boundary layer for supergradient winds to develop in
the layer (e.g. Zhang et al. 2001, Kepert and Wang 2001,
Nguyen et al. 2002, Smith and Vogl 2008).
There was already some evidence that spin up occurs
in the boundary layer in unpublished calculations per-
formed by our late colleague, Wolfgang Ulrich. Using a
simple axisymmetric tropical-cyclone model and perform-
ing back trajectory calculations, he found that in all calcu-
lations examined, the ring of air associated with the maxi-
mum tangential wind speed invariably emanated from the
boundary layer at some large radius from the storm axis.
Numerical simulations of Hurricane Andrew (1992) by
Zhang et al. (2001) indicated that spin up occurred in the
boundary layer of this storm.
7.1 Two spin-up mechanisms
Smith et al. ’s (2009) analysis indicated the existence of
two mechanisms for the spin up of the azimuthal-mean
tangential circulation of a tropical cyclone, both involving
the radial convergence of M (defined in section 2.4). The
first mechanism is associated with the radial convergence
of M above the boundary layer induced by the inner-core
convection as discussed in section 4. It explains why the
vortex expands in size and may be interpreted in terms of
balance dynamics (see section 7.2).
The second mechanism is associated with the radial
convergence ofM within the boundary layer and becomes
progressively important in the inner-core region as the
vortex intensifies. AlthoughM is not materially conserved
in the boundary layer, the largest wind speeds anywhere
in the vortex can be achieved in the boundary layer. This
happens if the radial inflow is sufficiently large to bring the
air parcels to small radii with a minimal loss of M . Stated
in another way, the reduction of M in the formula for v is
more than offset by the reduction in r27. This mechanism
is coupled to the first through boundary-layer dynamics
27As discussed in section 2.4, an alternative, but equivalent interpreta-
tion for the material acceleration of v follows directly from Newton’s
second law in which, neglecting eddy processes, the driving force is the
generalized Coriolis force (see footnote 6). If there is inflow, this force
is positive for a cyclonic vortex and this term will contribute to the mate-
rial acceleration of v. If rings of air can converge quickly enough (i.e.
if |u| is sufficiently large), the generalized Coriolis force can exceed
because the radial pressure gradient of the boundary layer
is slaved to that of the interior flow as discussed in section
2.628.
The spin up of the inner-core boundary layer requires
the radial pressure gradient to increase with time, which,
in turn, requires spin up of the tangential wind at the
top of the boundary layer by the first mechanism. The
boundary layer spin up mechanism explains why the
maximum azimuthally-averaged tangential wind speeds
are located near the top of the boundary layer in the
model calculations of Smith et al. (2009) and others (e.g.
Braun and Tao 2000, Zhang et al. 2001, Bao et al. 2012,
Gopalakrishnan et al. 2012), and in observations (Kepert
2006a,b, Montgomery et al. 2006, Bell and Montgomery
2008, Schwendike and Kepert 2008, Sanger 2011, Zhang
et al. 2011a).
The second spin-up mechanism is not unique to trop-
ical cyclones, but appears to be a feature of other rapidly-
rotating atmospheric vortices such as tornadoes, water-
spouts and dust devils in certain parameter regimes, and
is manifest as a type of axisymmetric vortex breakdown
(Smith and Leslie 1976, Howells et al. 1988, Lewellyn
and Lewellyn 2007a,b).
The two mechanisms may be illustrated succinctly
by the evolution of the azimuthally-averaged M -surfaces
from the control experiment in Nguyen et al. (2008)
shown here in Figure 13. The left panel depicts the M -
surfaces at the initial time of model integration. Certain
M surfaces are coloured blue to highlight their inward
movement with time. We note that the initial vortex is
centrifugally stable so that theM -surfaces increase mono-
tonically outwards. The right panel shows the M -surfaces
at 48 hours integration time. Shown also are the radial
wind component, the zero contour of the discriminant D
defined in Equation (13), and two contours of the tangen-
tial wind component. The boundary layer as defined here
is the layer of strong radial wind associated with the effect
of surface friction. This layer is about 1 km deep.
The inflow velocities above the boundary layer are
typically less than 1 m s−1 through the lower and middle
troposphere. Nevertheless, this weak inflow is persistent,
carrying the M surfaces inwards and accounting for the
amplification of the tangential winds above the boundary
layer. Across the boundary layer, the M surfaces have a
large inward slope with height reflecting the removal of
M near the surface by friction. Notably, the largest inward
displacement of the M surfaces occurs near the top of the
boundary layer where frictional stresses are small. This
pattern of M surfaces explains why the largest tangential
wind speed at a given radius occurs near the top of the
boundary layer. Note that the bulge of the innermost blue
contour of M is approximately where the tangential wind
the tangential component of frictional force and the tangential winds of
air parcels will increase with decreasing radius in the boundary layer.
It is precisely for this reason that supergradient winds can arise in the
boundary layer.
28In Smith et al. (2009) these spin up processes were erroneously stated
to be independent.
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Figure 13. Absolute angular momentum surfaces at (a) the initial time, and (b) at 48 hours (red and pink contours). Contour interval
4× 10
5 m2 s−1. Contour with value 20× 105 m2 s−1 and those with values ≥ 32× 105 m2 s−1 in pink. Shown also in (b) are contours
of radial wind component in blue, with contour interval 2 m s−1 (the thin dashed contour shows the 1 m s−1 inflow), and the 40 and 50 m
s−1 isotachs of the tangential wind component (solid black contours). The orange contours delineate the the zero value of the discriminant
D in Equation (13) and encircle regions in which the azimuthally-averaged flow satisfies the necessary condition for symmetric instability.
Figure 14. Schematic of the revised view of tropical-cyclone inten-
sification.
speed maximum occurs and that this contour has moved
radially inwards about 60 km by 48 h.
There are two regions of strong outflow. The first
is just above the inflow layer in the inner-core region,
where the tangential velocity is a maximum and typically
supergradient. The second is in the upper troposphere and
marks the outflow layer produced by the inner-core con-
vection. As air parcels move outwardsM is approximately
conserved so that the M surfaces are close to horizontal.
However, beyond a radius of about 100 km, the M sur-
faces slope downwards, whereupon the radial gradient of
M is negative. Consequently, regions develop in which the
D becomes negative. There is a region also in the bound-
ary layer where the D is negative on account of the strong
vertical shear of the tangential wind (last term in Equation
13).
The foregoing features are found in all of the numer-
ical simulations we have conducted and lead to a revised
view of spin up that includes the cooperative intensifica-
tion mechanism, but emphasizes the important dynamical
role of the boundary layer. A schematic of the revised view
is illustrated in Figure 14, which is a modification of Fig-
ure 4.
The revised axisymmetric view stimulates a number
of important questions:
• To what extent can the spin up processes be captured
in a balance dynamics framework?
• What are the differences between spin up in a three-
dimensional model and that in an axi-symmetric
model?
• How important is the WISHE paradigm to vortex
spin up in three dimensions?
• How sensitive are the spin up and inner-core flow
structure to the parameterization of the boundary
layer in a tropical cyclone forecast model?
The first two questions are addressed in the following
subsection and the others in section 8.
7.2 An axisymmetric balance view of spin up
The applicability of the axisymmetric balance theory,
summarized in section 2.5, to the revised view of tropical-
cyclone intensification encapsulated in Figure 14, was
investigated in Bui et al. (2009). That study built upon
those of Hendricks et al. (2004) and Montgomery et al.
(2006), who used a form of the SE-equation to inves-
tigate the extent to which vortex evolution in a three-
dimensional, cloud-resolving, numerical model of hur-
ricane genesis could be interpreted in terms of balance
dynamics. The idea was to diagnose the diabatic heating
and azimuthal momentum sources from azimuthal aver-
ages of the model output at selected times and to solve the
SE-equation for the balanced streamfunction with these
as forcing functions (see section 2.3). Then one can com-
pare the azimuthal-mean radial and vertical velocity fields
from the numerical model with those derived from the bal-
anced streamfunction. Hendricks et al. and Montgomery
et al. found good agreement between the two measures of
the azimuthal-mean secondary circulation and concluded
that the vortex evolution proceeded in a broad sense as a
balanced response to the azimuthal-mean forcing by the
VHTs.
Bui et al. (2009) applied the same methodology to
the Nguyen et al. (2008) calculations on an f -plane,
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described in section 6.1. A specific aim was to deter-
mine the separate contributions of diabatic heating and
boundary-layer friction to producing convergence of abso-
lute angular momentum above and within the boundary
layer, which, as discussed in section 7.1, are the two intrin-
sic mechanisms of spin-up in an axisymmetric framework.
The study investigated also the extent to which a balance
approach is useful in understanding vortex evolution in the
Nguyen et al. calculations.
The development of regions of symmetric instability
in the upper-tropospheric outflow layer and the frictional
inflow layer in the Nguyen et al. calculations, generally
requires the regularization of the SE-equation prior to
its solution. A consequence of symmetric instability is
the appearance of a shallow layer (or layers) of inflow
or reduced outflow in the upper troposphere, both in
the three-dimensional model and in the non-regularized
balanced solutions, which were examined also by Bui
et al. (2009). Using this regularization procedure it was
found that, during the intensification process, the balance
calculation captures a major fraction of the azimuthally-
averaged secondary circulation in two main calculations,
except in the boundary layer where the gradient wind
balance assumption breaks down (see Bui et al. Figures 5
and 6). Moreover, the diabatic forcing associated with the
inner-core convection negates the divergence above the
boundary layer that would be induced by friction alone,
producing radial inflow both within the boundary layer
and in the lower troposphere (Bui et al. 2009, Figure 4).
An important limitation of the balanced solution is
that it considerably underestimates both the strength of
the inflow and the intensification rate in the boundary
layer, a result that reflects its inability to capture the
important inertial effects of the boundary layer in the
inner core region (Bui et al. 2009, Figures 5, 6 & 9).
Specifically, these effects include the development of
supergradient winds in the boundary layer, the ensuing
rapid radial deceleration of the inflow and the eruption of
the boundary layer into the interior. Some consequences
of these important inertial effects are discussed in sections
7.3 and 8.2.
7.3 Comparison of spin up in axisymmetric and three-
dimensional models
The distinctly asymmetric processes of evolution found
in the three-dimensional model simulations naturally
raises the question: how does the intensification pro-
cess compare with that in an axisymmetric model?
Recently, Persing et al. (2012) examined the differences
between tropical-cyclone evolution in three-dimensional
and axisymmetric configurations for the prototype inten-
sification problem described in section 1. The study iden-
tified a number of important differences between the
two configurations. Many of these differences may be
attributed to the dissimilarity of deep cumulus convection
in the two models. For example, there are fundamental dif-
ferences in convective organization.
Deep convection in the three-dimensional model is
influenced by the differential angular rotation of the
system-scale circulation in the radial and vertical direc-
tions, unlike that in the axisymmetric configuration.
Because convection is not organized into concentric rings
during the spin up process, the azimuthally-averaged heat-
ing rate is considerably less than that in the axisymmet-
ric model. For most of the time this lack of organiza-
tion results in slower spin up and leads ultimately to a
weaker mature vortex. There is a short period of time,
however, when the rate of spin up in the three-dimensional
model exceeds that of the maximum spin up rate in the
axisymmetric one. During this period the convection is
locally more intense than in the axisymmetric model and
the convection is organized in a quasi ring-like structure
resembling a developing eyewall. These regions of rela-
tively strong updraughts have an associated vertical eddy
momentum flux that contribute significantly to the spin up
the azimuthal mean vortex and provide an explanation for
the enhanced spin up rate in the three-dimensional model
despite the relative weakness of the azimuthal mean heat-
ing rate in this model.
Consistent with findings of previous work (Yang et
al. 2007), the mature intensity in the three-dimensional
model is reduced relative to that in the axisymmetric
model. In contrast with previous interpretations invok-
ing barotropic instability and related mixing processes
as a mechanism detrimental to the spin up process, the
results suggest that eddy processes associated with vorti-
cal plume structures can assist the intensification process
via up-gradient momentum fluxes in the radial direction.
These plumes contribute also to the azimuthally-averaged
heating rate and the corresponding azimuthal-mean over-
turning circulation. Persing et al.’s analysis has unveiled a
potentially important issue in the representation of subgrid
scale parameterizations of eddy momentum fluxes in hur-
ricane models. Comparisons between the two model con-
figurations indicate that the structure of the resolved eddy
momentum fluxes above the boundary layer differs from
that prescribed by the subgrid-scale parameterizations in
either the three-dimensional or axisymmetric configura-
tions, with the exception perhaps of the resolved horizon-
tal eddy momentum flux during the mature stages.
Another important difference between the two con-
figurations is that the flow fields in the axisymmet-
ric model tend to be much noisier than in the three-
dimensional model. The larger flow variability is because
the deep convection generates azimuthally-coherent,
large-amplitude, inertia-gravity waves. Although deep
convection in the three-dimensional model generates
inertia-gravity waves also, the convection is typically con-
fined to small ranges of azimuth and tends to be strained
by the azimuthal shear. These effects lead to a reduced
amplitude of variability in the azimuthally-averaged flow
fields.
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8 Properties of the rotating convective updraught
paradigm
8.1 Is WISHE essential?
To explore the relationship of the new intensification
paradigm to that of the evaporation-wind feedback mech-
anism discussed in section 5, Nguyen et al. (2008) con-
ducted a preliminary investigation of the intensification of
the vortex when the dependence of wind speed in the bulk
aerodynamic formulae for latent- and sensible-heat fluxes
was capped at 10 m s−1. This wind-speed cap gave sea-to-
air water vapour fluxes that never exceeded 130 W m−2,
a value comparable to observed trade-wind values in the
summer-hemisphere.
A more in depth study of the role of surface fluxes
was carried out by Montgomery et al. (2009) and the
principal results are summarized in their Figure 9. When
the wind-speed dependence of the surface heat fluxes
is capped at 10 m s−1, the maximum horizontal wind
speed is a little less than in the uncapped experiments,
but the characteristics of the vortex evolution are quali-
tatively similar, in both the pseudo-adiabatic experiments
and when warm rain processes are included. In contrast,
when the latent and sensible heat fluxes are suppressed
altogether, the system-scale vortex does not intensify,
even though there is some transient hot-tower convection
and local wind-speed enhancement. Despite the non-zero
CAPE present in the initial sounding, no system-scale
amplification of the wind occurs. This finding rules out the
possibility that vortex intensification with capped fluxes is
an artefact of using an initially unstable moist atmosphere
(cf. Rotunno and Emanuel, 1987). A minimum value of
approximately 3 m s−1 was found necessary for the wind-
speed cap at which the vortex can still intensify to hur-
ricane strength in the pseudo-adiabatic configuration dis-
cussed above.
When warm rain processes are included, the vortex
still intensifies with a wind-speed cap of 5 m s−1. These
experiments suggest that large latent heat fluxes in the
core region are not necessary for cyclone intensification to
hurricane strength and indicate that the evaporation-wind
feedback process discussed in section 5 is not essential.
A word of caution is needed if one tries to interpret
the intensification process discussed in section 6 in terms
of the schematic of Figure 6. At first sight it might appear
that a capped wind-speed in the sea-to-air water vapour
flux no longer gives the needed boost in the inner-core
boundary layer mixing ratio and concomitant elevation of
θe required for an air parcel to ascend the warmed tropo-
sphere created by prior convective events. The pitfall with
this idea is that it is not necessary to have the water vapour
flux increase with wind speed to generate an increase in
boundary layer moisture and hence an increase in bound-
ary layer θe. The boundary layer θe will continue to rise
as long as the near-surface air remains unsaturated at the
sea surface temperature. In some sense, this discussion
echoes what was said in section 4 concerning the increase
in saturation mixing ratio with decreasing surface pres-
sure. However, the above results add further clarification
by showing that the wind-speed dependence of the surface
moisture flux is not essential for sustained intensification,
even though it may generally augment the intensification
process29.
8.2 Dependence of spin up on the boundary-layer
parameterization
A recent assessment of the state-of-the-art Advanced Hur-
ricane Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF;
Skamarock et al. 2005) by Davis et al. (2007) examined,
inter alia, the sensitivity of predictions of Hurricane Kat-
rina (2005) to the model resolution and the formulation of
surface momentum exchange. Interestingly, it did not con-
sider that there might be a sensitivity also to the boundary-
layer parameterization used in the model. This omission
reflects our experience in talking with model developers
that the choice of boundary-layer parameterization is low
on the list of priorities when designing models for the pre-
diction of tropical cyclones: in several instances the mod-
eller had to go away and check exactly which scheme was
in use! In view of this situation, and in the light of the the-
oretical results described above indicating the important
role of boundary-layer dynamics and thermodynamics on
tropical-cyclone spin-up, we review briefly some work
that has attempted to address this issue. Three important
questions that arise are: how sensitive are the predictions
of intensification and structure to the choice of boundary-
layer parameterization scheme; how robust are the find-
ings of Nguyen et al. (2008), Montgomery et al. (2009)
and Smith et al. (2009) to the choice of boundary-layer
scheme; and which scheme is optimum for operational
intensity prediction? These questions have been addressed
to some extent in the context of case studies (Braun and
Tao 2000, Nolan et al. 2009a,b) and idealized simulations
(Hill and Lackmann 2009, Smith and Thomsen 2010, Bao
et al. 2012, Gopalakrishnan et al. 2013), but the question
concerning the optimum scheme remains to be answered.
Smith and Thomsen (2010) investigated tropical-
cyclone intensification in an idealized configuration using
five different boundary-layer parameterization schemes
available in the MM5 model, but with all the schemes
having the same surface exchange coefficients. Values of
these coefficients were guided by results from the coupled
boundary-layer air-sea transfer experiment30 (CBLAST)
to facilitate a proper comparison of the schemes. Like
Braun and Tao, they found a significant sensitivity of vor-
tex evolution, final intensity, inner-core low-level wind
structure, and spatial distribution of eddy diffusivity, K ,
to the particular scheme used. In particular, the less dif-
fusive schemes have shallower boundary layers and more
29These considerations transcend the issue of axisymmetric versus
three-dimensional intensification. While it has been shown that tropical
cyclones can intensify without evaporation-wind feedback in an axisym-
metric configuration (Montgomery et al. 2009, their section 5.3), our
focus here is on the three-dimensional problem, which we believe to be
the proper benchmark.
30See Black et al. (2007), Drennan et al. (2007), French et al. (2007),
Zhang et al. (2008).
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intense radial inflow, consistent with some early calcula-
tions of Anthes (1971) using a constant-K formulation.
The stronger inflow occurs because approximately the
same surface stress is distributed across a shallower layer
leading to a larger inward agradient force in the outer
region of the vortex. In turn, the stronger inflow leads to
stronger supergradient flow in the inner core.
The sensitivity to K is problematic because the only
observational estimates for this quantity that we are aware
of are those analysed recently from flight-level wind
measurements at an altitude of about 500 m in Hurricanes
Allen (1980) and Hugo (1989) by Zhang et al. (2011b).
In Hugo, maximum K-values were about 110 m2 s−1
beneath the eyewall, where the near-surface wind speeds
were about 60 m s−1, and in Allen they were up to 74 m2
s−1, where wind speeds were about 72 m s−1. Based on
these estimates. one would be tempted to judge that the
MRF and Gayno-Seaman schemes studied by Braun and
Tao and Thomsen and Smith are much too diffusive as
they have maximum values of K on the order of 600 m2
s−1 and 250 m2 s−1 respectively. On the other hand, the
other schemes have broadly realistic diffusivities.
From the latter results alone, it would be prema-
ture to draw firm conclusions from a comparison with
only two observational estimates. However, in recent
work, Zhang et al. (2011a) have analyzed the bound-
ary layer structure of a large number of hurricanes using
the Global Positioning System dropwindsondes released
from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
and United States Air Force reconnaissance aircraft in
the Atlantic basin. This work is complemented by indi-
vidual case studies of Hurricanes and Typhoons examin-
ing the boundary-layer wind structure of the inner-core
region (Kepert 2006a,b, Montgomery et al. 2006, Bell and
Montgomery 2008, Schwendike and Kepert 2008, Sanger
2011). These results show that the inner-core boundary-
layer depth is between 500 m and 1 km31. If the observed
boundary layer depth is taken to be an indication of
the level of diffusivity, these results imply that boundary
layer schemes with deep inflow layers, such as the MRF
scheme, are too diffusive and fail to capture the important
inertial dynamical processes discussed in section 7.1.
The idealized numerical calculations of Nguyen et al.
(2008) described in section 6.1 employed a relatively sim-
ple bulk boundary-layer parameterization scheme, albeit
a more sophisticated one than the slab model used by
E97. For this reason, the calculations were repeated by
Smith and Thomsen (2010) using a range of boundary
layer schemes having various degrees of sophistication.
While the latter study showed quantitative differences in
the intensification rate, mature intensity and certain flow
features in the boundary layer for different schemes, in all
cases the maximum tangential wind was found to occur
within, but close to the top of the inflow layer (see Smith
31These studies show also that the maximum mean tangential velocity
occurs within the boundary layer, supporting the revised conceptual
model presented in section 7.1.
and Thomsen, Figure 2), implying that the boundary-layer
spin-up mechanism articulated in section 7.1 is robust.
The studies by Braun and Tao and Thomsen and
Smith have elevated awareness of an important problem
in the design of deterministic forecast models for hurri-
cane intensity, namely which boundary layer scheme is
most appropriate? They provide estimates also of fore-
cast uncertainty that follow from the uncertainty in not
knowing the optimum boundary-layer scheme to use. In
an effort to address this issue, Kepert (2012) compared
a range of boundary-layer parameterization schemes in
the framework of a steady-state boundary-layer model in
which the tangential wind speed at the top of the bound-
ary layer is prescribed and assumed to be in gradient
wind balance. As a result of his analyses, he argues that
boundary-layer schemes that do not reproduce the near-
surface logarithmic layer should not be used. However,
Smith and Montgomery (2013) present both observational
and theoretical evidence that calls into question the exis-
tence of a near-surface logarithmic layer in the inner core
of a tropical cyclone.
9 Conclusions
In his recent review of tropical-cyclone dynamics, Kepert
(2010) states that “the fundamental view of tropical
cyclone intensification as a cooperative process between
the primary and secondary circulations has now stood for
four decades, and continues to underpin our understand-
ing of tropical cyclones.” Here we have provided what we
think is a broader perspective of the basic intensification
process including a new rotating convective updraught
paradigm and a boundary layer spin up mechanism not
discussed by Kepert.
In the early days of hurricane research, the inten-
sification problem was viewed and modelled as an
axisymmetric phenomenon and, over the years, three
main paradigms for intensification emerged: the CISK
paradigm; the cooperative intensification paradigm; and
the WISHE paradigm. We have analysed these paradigms
in detail and have sought to articulate the relationship
between them. We noted that the process of spin up is
similar in all of them, involving the convectively-induced
inflow in the lower troposphere, which draws in absolute
angular momentum surfaces to accelerate the tangential
wind component. This process is less transparent in the
WISHE paradigm, which is usually framed using poten-
tial radius coordinates. The main processes distinguishing
the various paradigms are the methods for parameterizing
deep convection and, in the case of the CISK paradigm,
the omission of explicit surface moisture fluxes in main-
taining the boundary-layer moisture and the reliance on
ambient CAPE.
The new paradigm is distinguished from those above
by recognizing the presence of localized, rotating deep
convection that grows in the rotation-rich environment of
the incipient storm, thereby greatly amplifying the local
vorticity. As in the axisymmetric paradigms, this convec-
tion collectively draws air inwards towards the circulation
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axis and, in an azimuthally-averaged sense, draws in abso-
lute angular momentum surfaces in the lower troposphere.
However, unlike the strictly axisymmetric configuration,
deep convection in the three-dimensional model is influ-
enced by the differential angular rotation of the system-
scale circulation in the radial and vertical directions.
Because convection is not generally organized into con-
centric rings during the spin up process, the azimuthally-
averaged heating rate and the corresponding radial gra-
dient thereof are considerably less than that in the cor-
responding axisymmetric configuration. For most of the
time this lack of organization results in slower spin up
and leads ultimately to a weaker mature vortex. In contrast
with previous interpretations invoking barotropic instabil-
ity and related mixing processes as a mechanism detri-
mental to the spin up process, these vortical plume struc-
tures can assist the intensification process via up-gradient
momentum fluxes.
In the new paradigm, the spin up process possesses
a stochastic component, which reflects the convective
nature of the inner-core region. From a vorticity per-
spective, it is the progressive aggregation and axisym-
metrization of the vortical convective plumes that build the
system-scale vortex core, but axisymmetrization is never
complete. There is always a prominent low azimuthal-
wave-number asymmetry in the inner-core relative vor-
ticity and other fields. In the mature phase, the evolution
of the vortex core is characterized by an approximately
axisymmetric circulation superimposed on which are pri-
marily small, but finite-amplitude vortex Rossby waves,
eyewall mesovortices, and their coupling to the boundary
layer and convection.
The axisymmetric (or ‘mean field’) view that results
after azimuthally averaging the three-dimensional fields
provides a new perspective into the axisymmetric dynam-
ics of the spin up process. When starting from a prototyp-
ical vortex less than tropical-storm strength, there are two
mechanisms for spinning up the mean tangential circula-
tion. The first involves convergence of absolute angular
momentum above the boundary layer where this quantity
is approximately materially conserved. This mechanism
acts to spin up the bulk circulation and is captured in a
balance theory wherein the convergence can be thought of
as being “driven” by the radial gradient of diabatic heating
associated with deep inner-core convection. In particular,
it acts to broaden the outer circulation.
The second mechanism involves the convergence of
absolute angular momentum within the boundary layer,
where this quantity is not materially conserved, but where
air parcels are displaced much further radially inwards
than air parcels above the boundary layer. This mecha-
nism is responsible for producing the maximum tangen-
tial winds in the boundary layer and for the generation of
supergradient wind speeds there. The mechanism is cou-
pled to the first through boundary-layer dynamics because
the radial pressure gradient of the boundary layer is slaved
to that of the interior flow. The spin up of the inner-core
boundary layer requires the radial pressure gradient to
increase with time, which, in turn, requires spin up of the
tangential wind at the top of the boundary layer by the first
mechanism. The second spin-up mechanism is not unique
to tropical cyclones, but appears to be a feature of other
rapidly-rotating atmospheric vortices such as tornadoes,
waterspouts and dust devils in certain parameter regimes,
and is manifest as a type of axisymmetric vortex break-
down. This mechanism cannot be represented by balance
theory.
In the new paradigm, the underlying fluxes of latent
heat are necessary to support the intensification of the
vortex. However, the wind-evaporation feedback mecha-
nism that has become the accepted paradigm for tropical-
cyclone intensification is not essential, nor is it the domi-
nant intensification mechanism in the idealized numerical
experiments that underpin the paradigm.
10 The road ahead
The ability to numerically simulate a hurricane in near
real-time with high horizontal resolution using com-
plex microphysical parameterizations can lead to a false
sense of understanding without commensurate advances
in understanding of the underlying fluid dynamics and
thermodynamics that support the intensification process.
The situation is elegantly summed up by Ian James who,
in reference to the Held-Hou model for the Hadley circu-
lation, writes: “This is not to say that using such [sim-
ple] models is folly. Indeed the aim of any scientific
modelling is to separate crucial from incidental mecha-
nisms. Comprehensive complexity is no virtue in mod-
elling, but rather an admission of failure” (James 1994,
p93). We endorse this view wholeheartedly in the context
of tropical-cyclone modelling.
We believe that a consistent dynamical framework
of tropical-cyclone intensification is essential to diagnose
and offer guidance for improving the three-dimensional
hurricane forecast models being employed in countries
affected by these deadly storms. To this end, we have
provided a review and synthesis of intensification theory
for a weak, but finite amplitude, cyclonic vortex in a
quiescent tropical atmosphere. However, there is still
much work to be done. As intimated in the Introduction,
there is a need to investigate systemtically the effects of
an environmental flow, including one with vertical shear,
on the dynamics of the intensification process.
There is a need also to document further the lifecycle
of VHTs and the way they interact with one another
in tropical-depression environments through analyses of
existing field data and those from future field experiments.
We see a role also for idealized numerical simulations to
complement these observational studies.
There is a need to investigate the limits of predictabil-
ity of intensity and intensity change arising from the
stochastic nature of the VHTs, which has potential impli-
cations for the utility of assimilating Doppler radar data as
a basis for deterministic intensity forecasts.
Finally, a strategy is required to answer the question:
what is the “optimum” boundary-layer parameterization
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for use in numerical models used to forecast tropical-
cyclone intensity? The current inability to determine “the
optimum scheme” has implications for the predictability
of tropical-cyclone intensification using current models.
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